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Abstract. 

This is an expository paper on the moduli space of K3 surfaces 
with Kahler-Einstein metric. We construct the universal family of 
Kahler-Einstein metrics on a K3 surface and show that it necessarily 
includes singular metrics such that some embedded 2-spheres have 
zero volume. We analyze this degeneration of Kahler-Einstein metrics 
in detail. 

§0. Preliminaries 

The purpose of this expository article is to describe the geometri
cal picture of the universal family of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces with 
a special emphasis on the mild degeneration of Ricci-fl.at Kahler met
rics. Many branches of mathematics such as complex analysis, algebraic 
geometry, lattice theory and differential geometry meet in the study 
of K3 surfaces. This is especially evident when we treat periods or 
Kahler-Einstein metrics on K3 surfaces. We hope that our article is an 
introduction to this beautiful unification of algebraic geometry and dif
ferential geometry via non-linear PDE. We begin with the definition of 
a K3 surface. 

0.1. Definition of a K3 surface 

The definition of a K3 surface is a generalization of that of an elliptic 
curve. All algebraic curves are classified into three classes according to 
the sign of the Chern class of the canonical bundle ( defined to be the sign 
of the minus of the Euler number). Note that the Euler number is the 
difference of the number of zeros and poles of a non-zero meromorphic 1 
form. We list here the following four equivalent definitions for an elliptic 
curve: {1) an elliptic curve is an algebraic curve C with trivial canonical 
bundle, i.e., there is a holomorphic 1 form without zeros; {2) an elliptic 
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curve is a smooth cubic curve in P2 (C); (3) an elliptic curve is a double 
cover of Pi ( C) branched over distinct 4 points ( a flat torus is a branched 
double covering of a regular tetrahedron with the metric induced from 
R 3 ); ( 4) an elliptic curve is C / Z + Zw where w is a complex number in the 
upper half plane. A direct generalization of the definition ( 4) to complex 
dimension 2 gives a complex 2-torus Y = C 2 /r, where r is a lattice in 
C 2 generated by four vectors linearly independent over R. However, 
this generalization is too straightforward, so that we further combine 
this with the definition (3), and then we encounter a new phenomenon. 
Namely, while the involution O' : x e-+ -x induces a branched double 
covering C -> P1 ( C), a similar involution produces a compact complex 
surface Y / < O' > with 16 conical singularities corresponding to 16 
isolated fixpoints. It is clear that all of these singularities are of type 
C 2 / O' for O' as above. To resolve this singularity, we blow up the origin 
to consider C 2 as a cone over Pi ( C), or to consider the tautological line 
bundle L -> Pi ( C). Since the involution O' induces the reflection 0' 1 : x e-+ 

-x on L with respect to the 0-section, the quotient map C2 -> C 2 / O' 

is lifted to the double covering L -> L 2 , x e-+ x 2 • This implies that the 
singularity is resolved by the 0-section (~ Pi ( C)) of L 2 which is taken 
as the cotangent bundle T* P1 ( C). This 0-section has self-intersection 
number -2 in T· P1 ( C). Note also that there exists a canonical non
vanishing holomorphic 2-form (the holomorphic symplectic structure) on 
T* Pi(C). We call this exceptional curve a (-2)-curve, i.e., a (-2)-curve 
is a smooth rational curve with self-intersection number -2. Let X be 
the smooth surface obtained by resolving 16 singularities in the above 
way (this is the minimal resolution). Then X is a compact complex 
smooth surface with the following two properties: 

(a) X is simply connected, 

(b) the canonical bundle Kx is trivial, i.e., there exists a non-vanishing 
holomorphic 2-form on X. 

The property (a) comes from the following fact due to Armstrong 
[Ar]: Let M be a connected and simply connected Hausdorff topological 
space and r a group of homeomorphisms of M acting properly discon
tinuously which is generated by a finite number of elements all of which 
have fixpoints in M. Then the quotient space M /r with the quotient 
topology is also simply connected. 

A direct computation shows that a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-
form on the 2-torus projects down to a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-
form on X. We thus get the property (b). We call X the Kummer 
surface associated to Y and write X = Km(Y). 

Generalizing the definition ( 3), we take the double covering of P2 ( C) 
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branched over a sextic curve D. It turns out that if D has at worst sim
ple singularities (see [BPV] for the definition), the minimal resolution 
X of the resulting surface X' = P2 ( C) ( /75) has the properties (a) and 
(b ). There exists a double meromorphic 2-form, i.e., a meromorphic 
section of twice the canonical bundle, on P2 ( C) with a pole of order one 
which lifts to X and becomes a double holomorphic two form without 
zeros. Since X is simply connected, one can take a well-defined square 
root to get a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form on X. Double cover
ings of P1 ( C) x P1 ( C) branched over a curve of bidegree ( 4,4) with at 
worst simple singularities also have these properties. Smooth quartic 
surfaces in A ( C) generalizes the definition ( 2). These fulfills the prop
erties (a) and (b). Indeed, the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem 
(for a proof, see [Mill) implies that these are simply connected and since 
the anticanonical bundle of P2 ( C) is defined by a quartic surface, the 
adjunction formula (see, for example [GH]) implies that smooth quartic 
surfaces have trivial canonical bundle. The minimal resolutions of quar
tic surfaces with at worst simple singularities ( rational double points) 
also have the same properties (See [Brl]). 

Definition. A K3 surface is a connected and simply connected 
non-singular compact complex surface X which has trivial canonical 
bundle Kx. 

The above mentioned surfaces with properties (a) and (b) are ex
amples of K3 surfaces. Kodaira proved that any two K3 surfaces are 
deformations of each other (see [Kod] and [BPV]). In particular, every 
K3 surface is diffeomorphic to a smooth quartic surface in P3 ( C). So, 
we mean by a K3 manifold the underlying differentiable manifold of a 
K3 surface. It follows from Kodaira's classification of compact complex 
minimal surfaces that a K3 surface is a compact complex surface dif
feomorphic to a non-singular quartic surface in P3 ( C), which is Weil's 
original definition of a K3 surface. From the definition, the first Chern 
class c1 (X) vanishes in H 2 (X; Z). This implies that the second Stiefel
Whitney class w 2 (X) E H 2 (X; Z2 ) vanishes, i.e., Xis a spin manifold. 
We recall that a compact oriented 4-manifold is a spin manifold if and 
only if the integral second cohomology group with the cup bilinear form 
is an even lattice. In particular, Xis a minimal surface, i.e., X contains 
no exceptional curve of the first kind. The definition and Noether's for
mula 1 - h0 ,1 (X) + h0 ,2 (X) = (ci(X) + c2 (X))/12 (for a short proof, 
see, for instance, [Ro]) directly imply e = 24, where e stand for the Eu
ler number. Combining this with b1 (X) = 0, we have b2 = 22. Then, 
since h0 ,2 (X) = h2,0 (X) = 1, Hodge's index theorem b+ = 2h0 ,2 + 1 for 
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compact smooth surfaces with even b1 (see [BPV]) implies b+ = 3 and 
(T = -16, where b+ is the number of positive eigenvalues of the cup bilin
ear form of H 2 (X; R) and (Tis the Hirzebruch signature. Recall that any 
even unimodular indefinite lattice is up to isometry determined by its 
rank and signature ([BPV]). So the definition of a K3 surface determines 
a unique lattice which we call the K3 lattice: 

where Es is the Cartan matrix of the Dynkin diagram of the exceptional 

simple Lie algebra Es and H is the hyperbolic lattice ( ~ ~ ) . One 

computes further numerical invariants using the special features of the 
Hodge theory on complex surfaces (namely, the Hodge decomposition 
holds on the second cohomology without Kahler condition and on the 
first cohomology if b1 is even) and Serre's duality, to get h0 •1 (X) = 
h1 ,0 (x) = h2 •1 (X) = h1•2 (X) = 0, h 1•1 = 20. See [Chapt. IV, BPV] for 
the Hodge theory on compact surfaces. Note that we have used simply
connectedness in the definition only in a modest form of b1 = 0 in the 
above computations. 

0.2. K3 surfaces in differential geometry 

Now we explain as what kind of Riemannian manifolds K3 surfaces 
appeared in differential geometry. We start with the following result of 
Hitchin [Hil] and Thorpe [Th]: 

Theorem 1 ([Hill, [Th]). Let (M,g) be an Einstein manifold of 
dimension 4. Then we have the following inequality: 

2e(g) :::0: -P1(g), 

where e(g) ( resp. P1 (g)) denotes the Euler form ( resp. the first Pontrja
gin form or three times the signature form) with respect to the Einstein 
metric g. The equality occurs if and only if the Einstein metric g is 
Ricci-fiat and anti-self-dual ( half conformally fiat) in the sense that the 
curvature tensor is anti-self-dual as an End(TM)-valued 2-form. 

Proof. We review some standard facts of 4-dimensional Rieman
nian geometry ([AHS], [Besl]) and apply these facts to prove Theorem 1. 
Let (N, h) be a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a metric hand 
A2 = A+ EB A- the decomposition of 2-forms into self-dual and anti-self
dual parts. The Riemann curvature tensor defines a self-adjoint trans
formation R : A 2 ----+ A 2 expressed as R( ei I\ ei) = ( -21 ) I> . k I Rijklei I\ ei, 

i,J, ' 
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where { e;} is a local orthonormal basis of I-forms. If we write 

relative. to the decomposition A 2 = A+ EB A-, the decomposition of the 
curvature tensor into irreducible pieces under the SO( 4) action is given 
by 

R-+ (tr(A), B, W+, W_), 

where 
1 s 

tr(A) = tr(C) = 4(scalar curvature)= 4, 
B = the traceless Ricci tensor, 

1 
W+=A- 3tr(A), 

1 
W_ = C- 3tr(C). 

We have here W = w+ + w-, the decomposition of the Weyl curvature 
tensor into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts. Let F be a curvature form, 
considered as an End(T N)-valued 2-form. In terms of orthonormal basis, 
Fis a 2-form with values in the Lie algebra of S0(4). The (i,j)-entry 
F;; of F is R( e; I\ e; ). Then the Pontrjagin form is defined by taking the 
following invariant polynomial of G L( 4, R) as a generating function: 

F 
p(N,h) = det(J - -) = 1 + P1(N,h) + P2(N, h) + · · · 

21r 

Since F is skew-symmetric, the only non-zero polynomials are even 
degree in F. Explicitly, we have 

1 
P1(N,h) = - 81r2 ~F;;/\F;; .,, 

1 
= - S1r2 tr(F /\ F) 

1 2 2 
47r2 (IIW+II - IIW-11 ). 

The Euler form is defined by taking the Pfaffian invariant polynomial 
of SO( 4) as a generating function. Writing F = ½ I:;,; F;;e; I\ e;, where 
we consider e; I\ e;(i < j) as a basis for the Lie algebra of S0(4), we 
then define the Euler form e(N, h) by the Pfaffian e(F): 
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F 2 (-) = 4!e(F}e 1 /\ · · · /\ e4. 
271" 

It is a general property of the Pfaffian that e( F}2 = det( {,,,) formally. 
It then follows that 

F ' e( N, h) = [det( - ) ] 2 formally 
271" 

1 
-- ~ 1;··k1F-·I\Fk1 3271"2 6 •J •J 

i,j,k,l 

It then follows that 

1 s2 · 
2e(N, h} + P1(N, h} = 471"2 (2IIW+ll2 + 24 - 2IIBll2). 

(N, h} is an Einstein manifold (M, g) if and only if B = 0. We 
thus get the inequality in Theorem 1. The equality holds if and only if 
W+ = 0 ands= 0, i.e., the metric g is anti-self-dual and Ricci-flat. The 
global version of Theorem 1 is the following in which the equality case 
was treated by Hitchin [Hil]. 

Theorem 1 ([Hil], [Th]). Let (M,g) be a compact Einstein man
ifold of dimension 4. Then we have the following inequality: 

2e(M} ~ -P1(M}. 

The equality occurs if and only if ( M, g) is one of the following four cases: 
(1) (M,g) is fiat, i.e., covered by a fiat 4-torus, (2) a Kahler-Einstein 
.K3 surface, (3) a Kahler-Einstein Enriques surface, (4) the quotient of 
a Kahler-Einstein Enriques surface by a free antiholomorphic isometric 
involution with 1r1(M) = Z2 x Z2. 

To see this, we first remark that Cheeger-Gromoll's theorem [CG] 
implies that the fundamental group of a Ricci-flat non-flat compact 4-
manifold (M, g) is a finite group. Assume (M, g) is non-flat and satisfies 
the equality. Let M be the universal covering of M. It follows from 
Fact 1 and the remark below that (M,g) becomes a Ricci-flat compact 
Kahler surface with a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form, and hence is a 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surface. The possible actions of finite groups on M 
is classified in [Hil] using topological arguments. 
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Fact 1 ([Hill). For any Ricci-fiat anti-self-dual 4-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold ( M, g), the connection induced from the Levi
Civita connection on the bundle of self-dual 2-forms is a fiat connection. 

Proof. Identifying A2 (R4 ) with the Lie algebra of S0(4), we see 
that the curvature of the induced connection on A 2 ( M) is given by the 
formula 

w f-----+ [F(ei /\ ej), w]. 

This implies that the curvature on A+ is A + B*. It is self-dual if and 
only if g is Einstein and vanishes if and only if g is Ricci-flat and anti
self-dual. 

For a flat 4-torus ( M, g ), this flat connection is trivial because there 
are three linearly independent self-dual 2-forms on it. Therefore the unit 
sphere Sin the 3-dimensional R-vector space of self-dual 2-forms can be 
identified with the 2-sphere S0(4)/U(2) which parametrizes all compat
ible complex structures of R4 each of which in turn defines an isometric 
Kahler structure of g. The union of these flat Kahler real 4-dimensional 
tori forms a non-Kahler complex 3-fold, which is now known to us as 
the twistor space for the flat 4-torus ( M, g ), fibered holomorphically over 
Pi ( C) identified with S. See [Hi2]. The fiber over s E S is a flat 4-torus 
with the Kahler structure corresponding to s. This was first remarked 
by Atiyah [At] in 1957. For a K3 manifold with a Ricci-flat metric, we 
can do the same thing. Indeed, the equality in Theorem 1 holds for 
a K3 manifold. Theorem 1 then implies that the induced Levi-Civita 
connection of the bundle of self-dual 2-forms is flat. This must be a flat 
trivial connection since a K3 manifold is simply connected. So one can 
find a globally defined self-dual 2-form 1,, on M. Raising one index of 
"' using the metric followed by a suitable normalization gives a parallel 
complex structure tensor J making "' the Kahler form of g. Let ( a, b) 
be other two self-dual 2-forms such that (1,,, a, b) forms an orthonormal 
basis for the space of parallel self-dual 2-forms on M. Then a + ib is 
a globally defined holomorphic 2-form on M. By definition, (M, J) is 
a K3 surface. A K3 manifold thus appears as a simply-connected com
pact Ricci-flat anti-self-dual Riemannian 4-manifold (M,g). We note 
that there is real two dimensional freedom in the choice of a complex 
structure J. The three complex structures (I, J, K) corresponding to 
the orthonormal basis for the space of parallel self-dual 2-forms form a 
hyper-Kahler structure (see, for example, [Cl) on the tangent bundle of 
M, i.e., three complex structures (I, J, K) satisfying the quaternionic 
relations J 2 = J 2 = K 2 = -id, IJ = K,JK = I,KI = J. The twistor 
space for a K3 manifold with a Ricci-flat metric (M, g) is then a complex 
3-fold Z by [AHS] and there is a holomorphic fibration p: Z-+ Pi(C) 
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which parametrizes all isometric Kahler structures of ( M, g). The fiber 
over (a,b,c) E S 2 ~ P1 (C) with a2 +b 2 +c 2 = 1 is a Kahler-Einstein K3 
surface (M,g,J(a,b,c)) where J(a,b,c) = aI +bl+ cK. Hitchin [Hi3] 
showed that this is not Kahler. Hitchin [Hi2] moreover showed 

Corollary to Theorem 1 ([Hill). A compact Ricci-fiat Rieman

nian spin 4-manifold (M,g) with non-zero A-genus is self-dual or anti
self-dual according to the orientation. 

Indeed, the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for the Dirac operator 
[AS] implies the existence of a harmonic spinor and it must be parallel 
by the Lichnerowitz vanishing Theorem [Lic](see also [Ro]). Since the 
spin representation of Spin( 4) splits into ,1 + and ,1- according to the de
composition Spin(4) = SU(2) x SU(2), the existence of a parallel spinor 
implies the reduction of the holonomy group to the isotropy subgroup of 
,1+ or ,1-, which is SU(2). Therefore (M,g) is a Ricci-flat Kahler mani
fold relative to the proper choice of the orientation ([KN]). Writing ¢ for 
the Kahler form, we thus have F I\ ¢ = 0. Clearly F I\ w = 0 for locally 
defined holomorphic 2-form w since Fis of type (1, 1 ). These imply that 
the self-dual part A+ B of the curvature vanishes. The Corollary implies 
that a compact simply connected Ricci-flat Riemannian spin 4-manifold 
with non-zero A-genus is a Kahler-Einstein K3 surface. 

Now we recall celebrated results of Siu [Si] (see also [Be] and [BPV]) 
and Yau [Yl], [Y2] (see also [Bou] and [Aul). We shall treat Yau's 
existence theorem in a certain degenerate case in Section 2. 

Theorem 2 ([Sil). Every K3 surface admits a Kahler metric. 

This theorem allows us to relax the Kahler assumption on every 
theorem on K3 surfaces. So in this article we state theorems on period 
maps originally proved by many authors (for instance, [BR], [LP], [Tl]) 
with Kahler assumption as general theorems for K3 surfaces. The proof 
of Siu's theorem is quite involved and uses many results on the period 
maps for Kahler K3 surfaces ( almost all results on period maps for K3 
surfaces were first proved for Kahler K3 surfaces) obtained so far and 
Yau's result on the existence of a Ricci-flat Kahler metric on a Kahler 
K3 surface. There is Beauville's version of Siu's proof [Si] in (Be] and 
[BPV]. 

Theorem 3 ([Yl], [Y2]). Every Kahler class of a K3 surface con
tains a unique Ricci-fiat Kahler form. 

This is a special case of Yau's general existence theorem [Yl], [Y2]: 
Every Kahler class of a compact Kahler manifold with vanishing real first 
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Chern class contains a unique Ricci-fiat Kahler form. A K3 surface with 
a Ricci-flat Kahler metric considered as a Riemannian 4-manifold is a 
first example of a compact simply connected Ricci-flat Riemannian man
ifold, since in 2 and 3 dimensions Ricci-flatness implies flatness. There is 
no known example of a simply connected compact 4-dimensional Ricci
flat Riemannian manifold which is not a K3 manifold. The following is 
an open question: 

Question. Let (M,g) be a simply connected compact Ricci-flat 
Riemannian 4-manifold. Is M necessarily a K3 manifold? 

If M is a spin manifold with A =I-0, then the question is true by the 
Corollary to Theorem 1 ([Hill). 

In the rest of this paper we explain how these fundamental theorems 
play essential roles in the theory of moduli of K3 surfaces. In Section 2, 
we look at the holes of the moduli of Ricci-flat metrics on a K3 manifold 
through the argument of Yau's proof of Theorem 3. 

§1. The moduli of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces 

We first fix some notations, conventions and some basic definitions. 
We write L for the K3 lattice EB2 (-E 8 ) EB EB3 H. Let LR= L ®z Rand 
Le= L ®z C. The classical period domain is 

f! = {w E Le:< w,w >= 0, < w,w >> O}/C*. 

This is an open subset of a smooth quadric in P21 ( C). We note that 
n is identified with a homogeneous complex manifold 0(3, 19)/ SO(2) x 
0(1, 19). Since 0(a, b) has the homotopy type of 0(a) x 0(b), the homo
topy exact sequence of the fibration SO(2) x 0(1, 19) - 0(3, 19) - n 
implies that n is connected and simply connected. A point x E n cor
responds to a Hodge structure of weight 2 on Le in the following way: 
if x = [w], i.e., if x is represented by w E Le, then 

H 2 •0 (x) = Cw E Le 

H 0 •2 (x) = Cw E Le 

H 1•1(x) = (H 2•0 (x) EB H 0•2 (x)).L E Le. 

Let XE n. We define 

~ = {8 EL:< 8, 8 >= -2} 

and 
~(x) = {8 E H 1•1 (x) n L :< 8, 8 >= -2}. 
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Note that H 1•1 (x)nLR is a 20-dimensional R-vector space with an inner
product of sign (1,19). We then define a 19-dimensional hyperboloid 
with two sheets 

This generates an open convex cone in LR, Since n is simply connected, 
we can find a continuous choice of a connected component with respect 
to X E n. We further set ' 

Vt(x) = {11: E v+(x) :< 11:, 6 >=/:-Ofor all 6 EA} 

Kn= {(11:,x) E LR X n: KE v+(x)} 

Kn°= {(11:,x) E Kn: KE Vt(x)}. 

We call Kn (resp. Kn°) the weakly polarized period domain (resp. 
polarized period domain). We introduce an equivalence relation (11:, x) ,..._, 
(11:',x') on Kn° which means that x = x' and 11:, 11:' are in the same 
connected component of Vi(x). We then set 

and we call this the Burns-Rapoport period domain. For 6 E A we define 
the reflection s5 by 

s5 : L 3 x f---+ x+ < x, 6 > 6 E L 

and set 

W = the group generated by {s5: 6 EA} C Aut(L) 

and 
W(x) = {s5 E W: 6 E H 1•1(x)}. 

The reflecting hyperplane of s5 is H5 = {6}-1-. The set of fundamental 
domains in v+ ( x) with respect to the operation of W ( x) over v+ ( x) is 
the set of (completed) connected components of vt (x) and is in one to 
one correspondence with the set of partitions of A(x) into A+(x) and 

-A +(x) with the property that if 61 , ... , Ok E A +(x) and 6 = ~~=l niOi 
with Z 3 ni 2'. 0 then 6 E A+(x). For a partition P = A +(x) U -A+(x), 
the corresponding fundamental domain Vj ( x) is 

Vj(x) = {x E v+(x) :< x, 6 >> 0 for all 6 EA +(x)} 
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The group W operates over Kfl. in properly discontinuous fashion. The 
set Kfl.w of points of Kfl. fixed by an element of W is a locally finite 
union of submanifolds of codimension 3 and is 

Let Ww be the subgroup of W which fix w E fl.. Then Dis an analytical 
sheaf over fl, and for any w E fl, the group Ww operates in a simple 
transitive manner. Thus fl, is a non-Hausdorff smooth analytic space. 
We set 

N = {positive definite oriented 3-planes in LR} = ct (LR). 

Note that N is the noncompact dual of the real oriented Grassmannian 
C3 (LR) of dimension dim ct (LR)= 57. There are natural fibrations of 
homogeneous spaces 

Kfl. 
11"2 

------+ N 

fl, 

defined by 

and 

1r2 ( K,, x) = R · K, + P( x) with the orientation of this order 

where P( x) stands for the oriented positive 2-plane determined by x E fl.. 
Let E E N. Then 1r2 - 1 (E) projects down to a smooth rational curve 
C(E) in fl, defined by 

C(E) = {w EE 0R C}/C* C fl.. 

The fiber of 1r1 (resp. 1r2 ) is the hyperbolic 19-space (resp. the 2-sphere 
S2 ). The fiber of 1r2 projects down to some C(E) in fl.. The group W 
operates over N in properly discontinuous fashion. We then set 

The fixed point set NW is a configuration of the noncompact dual of the 
oriented Grassmannians C3 (R 21 ) of dimension 54. This configuration is 
determined by how the set of vectors of square length - 2 is imbedded 
in L. 
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What we have defined so far were built over the K3 lattice L. Now 
we relate these objects to geometric K3 surfaces. So let X be a K3 sur
face. The computation of numerical invariants of a K3 surface together 
with a theorem on the structure of indefinite unimodular lattices im
ply that the second integral cohomology group H 2 (X; Z) equipped with 
the cupproduct is isomorphic to the K3 lattice L (see [BPV, p.14 and 
p.241]). For a K3 surface X, we define 

t.(X) = {b' E H 1' 1 (X) n H 2 (X; Z) :< b', i5 >= -2} 

and 

t. + (X) = { all effective i5 E t.(X), 

i.e., i5 corresponds to a curve D in X}. 

The Riemann-Roch theorem implies that i5 or -b' is effective for all 
i5 E t.(X). Hence t.(X) = t. +(X) U -t. +(X) and if '51 , ... , b'k E t. +(X) 
and i5 = I:7=1 nib'k with Z 3 ni ~ 0 then i5 E t.+(X). We thus define 

V(X) = {t.: E H 1' 1 (X) n H 2 (X; R) :< t., t. >= 1} 

v+(X) = the connected component of V(X) containing a Kahler form 

and 

Vj(X) = {t.: E V+(X) :< K,K >= 1, < K,b >> 0 for all i5 E t.+(X)}. 

We call the open convex cone generated by v+(X) the positive cone, 
v; (X) the Kahler chamber and the open convex subcone of the positive 
cone generated by the Kahler chamber the Kahler cone. We call an 
element in v; (X) a polarization. A Kahler polarization is a polarization 
which comes from a Kahler metric. Theorem 9 in Section 1.2 asserts that 
every polarization is Kahler. There is a remarkable property enjoyed by 
the set of classes of effective divisors on a Kahler K3 surface X, which we 
will use later. Let D be an irreducible curve. Since H 2 (X; Z) is even and 
Kx is trivial, we have from the adjunction formula (see, for instance, 
[BPV]) that D · D ~ -2 and the equality holds if and only if D is a 
smooth rational curve with self-intersection number -2 which we call a 
(-2)-curve. Moreover, if an irreducible curve D satisfies D · D ::/--2, 
then D · D ~ 0. Since (t.:, D) > 0 for any Kahler class t.:, the class of D 
is contained in the closure of the positive cone. Hodge's index theorem 
[p.120, BVP] then implies that if D is a class in the positive cone and 
C an irreducible curve with D · C = 0, then C is a (-2)-curve. In 
particular, a class D in the positive cone satisfies C · D > 0 for any 
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effective curve C if and only if D · C > 0 for any ( -2)-curve, i.e., D is 
in the Kahler cone. 

1.1. Moduli of unpolarized K3 surfaces 

Let X be the underlying differentiable manifold of a K3 surface, 
i.e., the differentiable manifold diffeomorphic to a smooth quartic sur
face in P3 (C). The second cohomology group H 2 (X; Z) with the cup 
product is isomorphic to the K3 lattice L. A marking a for x is a 
choice of the isometry a : H 2 (X; Z) --+ L. Let (X, J, a) be a marked 
K3 surface with a complex structure J and a marking a. The isom
etry a determines the subspace H 2 •0 (X) c H 2 (X; C) -+ Le where 
H 2 •0 (X) is a I-dimensional C-vector space generated by the class of 
a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form WJ on (X, J). We thus associate 
a point in n to a marked K3 surface. We next look at the behav
ior of the period map under deformations of complex structures of a 
K3 manifold. For a K3 surface X we write Tx for the sheaf of holo
morphic vector fields. Since H 0(X, Tx) = H 2(X, Tx) = 0, Kuran
ishi's criterion [Kur] implies that there exists a local universal defor
mation over a non-singular base space whose dimension is equal to 
dimH 1 (X,Tx) = dimH 1 •1 (X,C) = h 1•1 = 20 by the Serre duality. 
Let X 0 = (X,J 0 , a) be a marked K3 surface and p: (X, X 0 ) )---> (S, 0) a 
local universal deformation of X 0 and Xt = (X, Jt) the fiber overt E S. 
The marking a defines the period map r for the family: 

r: S 3 t )---> r(t) = [ac(w 1,)] En. 

The period map r is also obtained by considering the subbundle 
UtES H 2 •0 (Xt) with a natural holomorphic bundle structure of p.2Cx. 
The following theorem is due to Andreotti-Weil and Kodaira [Kod]. 

Theorem 4 (Local Torelli Theorem) ([Kod]). The period map 
r : S --+ n is holomorphic and is a local isomorphism at O. 

This theorem predicts the existence of beautiful global theories con
cerning the moduli of K3 surfaces. In fact, Andreotti-Weil and Kodaira 
([W], [Kod]) conjectured the Global Torelli Theorem, the Surjectivity 
Theorem, the existence of the connected analytic deformation of all K3 
surfaces and the Kahlerian property of all K3 surfaces. To construct a 
fine moduli space of marked K3 surfaces, we glue up local universal de
formations. The following theorem makes the gluing procedure possible: 

Theorem 5 (The Global Torelli Theorem) ([PS], [BR], [LP], see 
also [BPV]). Let X and X' be two K3 surfaces. If there is an effective 
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Hodge isometry <fj, i.e., <fj: H 2 (X', Z)-> H 2 (X, Z) such that <Pc respects 
Hodge structures and <PR(Vt(X')) = vt(X), then there is a unique 
isomorphism <I> : X -> X' with <I>* = ¢. 

The uniqueness directly follows from the Holomorphic Lefschetz 
fixed point formula ([LP, Proposition 7.5], [BPV, Proposition 11.3]). 
Theorem 5 was first proved in the algebraic case by Piateckii-Shapiro and 
Safarevic [PS] and extended to the Kahler case by Burns-Rapoport [BR] 
and then simplified by Looijenga-Peters [LP]. We associate to a marked 

K3 surface (X, a) a point in fi determined by H 2 •0 (X) c H 2 (X; C) 
and vt(X), i.e., the Hodge structure and the Kahler cone. The Global 
Torelli Theorem says that two marked K3 surfaces defining the same 
point in n are isomorphic in a unique way. We can thus glue up local 
universal deformations 

(X, (X, J0 ))-, (S, 0) with a marking a: H 2 (X, Z)-> L 

through the injective period maps 

{ 
a point in n deter-} 

T: S 3 t 1----+ mined by [ac(WJ, )] 
and aR(Vj(X, Jt)) 

to obtain an analytic space M 1 such that every point has a neighborhood 
isomorphic to a parameter space for a local universal deformation. In 
particular, M 1 is a smooth analytic space (but possibly not a Hausdorff 

space). So far, M 1 is an open set of n. But we have 

Theorem 6 (Surjectivity Theorem) ([Toll, see also [BPV]). For 

every x E fi, there is a marked K3 surface which defines the point x. In 

particular, M1 = n. 

Hence we conclude 

Theorem 7 ([BR]+[T], [LP], [Morl] see also [BPV]). There exists 
a universal marked deformation of K3 surfaces over a smooth analytic 

space !1 of dimension 20. 

This family is universal among marked deformations of K3 surfaces. 
A marked deformation of K3 surfaces consists of a deformation p : X -> 
B and an isomorphism p* 2 (Z) -> L 8 of local systems. The period 

map B -> !1 induces a deformation X -t B. We remark that fi is not 
a Hausdorff space. We will come back to this point later. Of course 
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Theorem 6 logically implies that any two K3 surfaces are deformations 
of each other. In particular, any two K3 surfaces are diffeomorphic. But 
it is important to notice that these are consequences of the following 
important Density Theorem ([PS] [BR] [LP] [BPV]) which Piateckii
Shapiro and Shafarevic [PS], Burns-Rapoport [BR] and Looijenga-Peters 
[LP] used in the proof of the Global Torelli Theorem and Looijenga used 
in his version of the proof of Theorem 6 [Lo]. 

Theorem 8 (Density Theorem) ([PS], [BR], [LP], [BPV]). 
( 1) Let T be an oriented positive definite primitive sublattice of rank 2 
of L such that ( x, x) E 4Z. Then there exists an exceptional Kum mer 
surface X with an isometry <P : H 2 (X, Z) --+ L which sends Tx to T, 
where Tx = (H 2 •0 (X) EB H 0 ,2 (X)) n H 2 (X, Z). (2) Rationally defined 
2-planes P C Ln such that (x,x) E 4Z for all x E P n L forms a 
dense subset of the Grasmannian Gr 2 (Ln)- (3) The period points of 
exceptional Kummer surfaces are dense inn. 

A smooth compact complex surface X is said to be exceptional if 
H 2 •0 (X) EB H 0 ,2 (X) is defined over Q, i.e., the rank of H 1,1 (X; R) n 
H 2 (X; Z) is equal to h1•1 . The geometric assertion (1) in Theorem 
8 is shown by constructing an exceptional abelian surface Y such that 
(H 2,0(Y)EBH0,2(Y))nH 2(Y; Z) ~ ½Tin the following way. Let r be the 

first cohomology ~;=1 e; of a complex 2-torus and /\ 2 r be the second 
cohomology which is naturally isometric to H EB H EB H. If { v1 , v2 } is a 
basis for ½T and {e;,fi}f= 1 a standard basis for EB7=1H, then i(v1) = 
e1 +½(vi, v1)fi and i(v2) = e2+½(v2, v2)h+(v1, v2)h defines a primitive 

isometric embedding of ½Tinto /\ 2 r. We have now specified the 2-
dimensional subspace in H 2 0 R spanned by the real and imaginary 
parts of a holomorphic 2-form. We naturally consider this as a complex 
line in H 2 0 C. The rest of the construction may be easily guessed from 
the proof of the following Andreotti-Weil Remark: 

Andreotti-Weil Remark ([W]). Let Y be an oriented (possibly non
compact) differentiable manifold of dimension 4. If there is a C-valued 
2-form p on Y such that (a) p I\ p = 0, (b) p I\ p > 0 everywhere, and 
( c) dp = 0, then Y admits a unique complex structure such that p is a 
holomorphic 2-form. 

Outline of proof. The condition ( a) and (b) imply that the de
composable 2-form p defines at each point x a complex 2-dimensional 
subspace N,, in T,,Y © C. We thus get an almost complex structure 
J by putting N,, the A-eigenspace and N,, the -A-eigenspace. 
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The condition ( c) is the integrability condition of this almost complex 
structure. 

The Density Theorem implies that any two K3 surfaces are defor
mations of each other, since any small open set in any local universal 
deformation contains an exceptional Kummer surface. This fact was 
first proved by Kodaira [Kod] using the Density Theorem of different 
type for the period of elliptic K3 surfaces. 1 In particular, we have the 
following equivalent definition of a K3 surface: 

Definition. A K3 surface is a connected compact complex smooth 
surface X with trivial Kx and b1 = 0. 

We will later exhibit how we use the Density Theorem in the study 
of period maps of K3 surfaces, through the proof sketch of the Surjec
tivity Theorems ([Lo], [KT]). We should note that the Density Theorem 
is also important in the proof of Siu's theorem [Si]. In this paragraph, 
we indicate the proof of the Global Torelli Theorem [PS] [BR] [LP] which 
is based on the Density Theorem. Let X and X' be Kahler K3 surfaces 
and¢: H 2 (X', Z) - H 2 (X, Z) an effective Hodge isometry. We extend 
this situation to local universal deformations. So let ( X, X) - ( S, 0) and 
(X',X') - (S',O') be local universal deformations of X and X', respec
tively. By the Local Torelli Theorem, we may assume that S = S' C n 
and O = O'. The isomorphism ¢ then uniquely extends to the auto
morphism of the local systems p. 2 (Zs) which induces a Hodge isometry 
on each fiber. The stability of Kahler metrics [KS] implies that if S 
is sufficiently small, the nearby fibers are all Kahlerian and the fiber
wise Hodge isometry is effective. From the Density Theorem, there 
exists a sequence {sn} of S which consists of period points of excep
tional Kummer surfaces Xn which converges to 0. The surface X~ is 
also a Kummer surface. Indeed, since effective Hodge isometry respects 
effectiveness of divisors and the class of a (-2)-curve is represented by 
only one (-2)-curve as an effective div~or, we infer that the K3 surface 
X~ has mutually disjoint sixteen ( -2)-curves. It follows from the double 
covering construction [LP, Lemma 4.1] [BPV, Proposition 6.1] or from 
the numerical characterization of flat orbifolds [KT,Theorem 9](see The
orem in the next section) that X~ is a Kummer surface. We now use 
the Torelli Theorem for Kummer surfaces (cf. [LP, Theorem 4.2] [BPV, 
Theorem 6.2]): 

1There are deep works of Shiga (Sg] and N aruki (NJ. on the period map for fam
ilies of elliptic K3 surfaces with large Picard number. These are investigations 
toward understanding K3 modular functions. 
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Fact 2 (Torelli Theorem for Kummer surfaces). Let X' be a K3 
surface and X a Kummer surface. Then for any effective Hodge isometry 
</) : H 2 (X, Z) -+ H 2 (X', Z}, there is a unique biholomorphic map I : 
X' -+ X with </) = f*. 

Remark. Combining the arguments in the next section, i.e., the 
description of the Kahler cone of a Kummer surface, and the proof of 
the Torelli Theorem for projective Kummer surfaces [LP][BPV], we get 
the Torelli Theorem for general Kummer surfaces (Fact 2). 

We are now given the following data. Namely, p: (X,X}-+ {S,0) 
and p' : (X',X'} -+ (S,0}, i.e., two sufficiently small local universal 
deformations, an isomorphism 

a sequence {sn} of S which converges to 0, a sequence {Xn} C X, 
{X~} C X' of Kummer surfaces over {sn}, a sequence Un: Xn-+ X~} 
of biholomorphic maps. We are now ready to apply the Burns-Rapoport 
Main Lemma [BR][LP, Theorem 7.1] [BPV, Theorem 10.6] on the degen
eration of biholomorphic maps of Kahler K3 surfaces to conclude that 
In converges uniformly to a biholomorphic map lo : X' -+ X which sat
isfies the desired property: </)=lo : H 2 (X, Z}-+ H 2 (X', Z). To prove 
Fact 2, we must construct an isomorphism of K3 surfaces from a given 
effective Hodge isometry of the second cohomology groups. It suffices to 
recover the Hodge isomorphism of the first cohomologies which induces 
the given Hodge isometry on the second cohomologies as the second ex
terior product representation. The outline of the proof [LP] [BPV] is as 
follows. 
(0) First of all we note that X' is also a Kummer surface. 
(1) Let A = C2 /r, resp. A' = C2 /r' be a complex 2-torus and X = 
Km(A}, resp. X' = Km(A'). Let V, resp. V' be the set of sixteen 
2-division points of A, resp. A' equipped with a natural structure of 4-
dimensional affine space over F2 and W, resp. W' the set of (-2}-curves 
in X, resp. X' corresponding to V, resp. V'. In the followings, we do 
the same constructions for both X and X'. 
(2) Let A be the blowing up over the 16 2-division points. Then the natu
ral map & : H2(A., Z)-+ H 2(X, Z} multiplies the intersection form by 2. 
Hence the same is true for the Poincare dual a: H 2(A; Z}-+ H 2 (X; Z}. 
(3) Let M be the smallest primitive sublattice of H 2 (X; Z} contain
ing W. Then Im(a) is determined by Mas its orthogonal complement: 
Im( a) = M .1.. This most delicate part of the proof consists of identifying 
the set of integral classes in (½ Z) w (linear combinations of (- 2 )-curves 
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with coefficients in half integers) as the set of affine linear functions 
on V. This is to show that the image of M under the natural map 
r : ( ½ Z) w -----+ FY consists of affine linear functions of V. 
( 4) (3) implies that ¢ induces an effective Hodge isometry 

¢: H2(A; Z)-----+ H 2(A'; Z). 

( 5) There are natural isomorphisms 

/3: Homz(r, Z)-----+ H 1(A, Z), 

its mod 2 reduction 

where T is the vector space of the affine space V and 

2 

-y: f\ H 1 (A, F2) ~ H 2(A, F2)-----+ r(M*)/r(M). 

The last isomorphism follows from the string of natural isomorphisms 

1 
H 2 (A,F 2 ) ~ Im(a)/2Im(a) ~ 2 Im(a)/Im(a) 

= (M1-)* /M1- ~ M* /M ~ r(M*)/r(M). 

(6) ¢ : H 2 (X; Z) -----+ H 2 (X'; Z) induces a map 11 : V -----+ V'. (3) 
implies that 11 respects affine linear functions and so II is an affine linear 
map of V and V' inducing a natural isomorphism 

11°: Hom(T',F2}-----+ Hom(T,F2). 

Let ¢0 be the map induced on F[ which is contravariant relative to ¢. 
(7) There is a commutative diagram 

/\ 2 Hom(T, F2) - /\ 2 Hom(T', F2} 
vO /\vO 

/32/\/321 /3~ /\/3~ 1 

H 2(A; F2} 
</>2 

H 2(A'; Z) -
71 7'1 

r(M*)/r(M) - r(M'*)/r(M'} 
4>0 
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(8) We want to show that ¢ : H 2 (A; Z) - H 2 (A'; Z) is the exterior 
product representation t/J /\ t/J of some 'ljJ : H 1 (A; Z) - H 1 ( A'; Z). To see 
this we extend everything to rationals and projectivize ¢ and examine 
the induced isomorphism of the Klein quadric G(l,P(H 1 (A; Q))) and 
the Klein quadric is the moduli space of all lines in 

There are exactly two types of two-dimensional Schubert cycles on the 
Klein quadric. Type I is the pencil of lines in P(H 1(A; Q)) through a 
fixed point and Type II is the pencil of lines in P(H 1 (A; Q)) contained 
in a fixed plain. We then reduce the problem to elementary projective 
geometry. If¢ respects these types, then we are done, because we natu
rally find a map of P(H 1(A; Q)) to P(H 1(A'; Q)). But the commutative 
diagram in (7) implies that these types are preserved under the mod 2 
reduction ¢2 • Hence these types must be preserved also in the rational 
case. 

In the original proof of Theorem 5, Todorov [Tol] uses Kulikov's 
surjectivity theorem ([Kul], [PP]) for algebraic K3 surfaces (see also 
[Ho] and [Sh]) and the twistor space, i.e., the isometric family of Ricci
flat Kahler structures ([AHS], [Cl). It is Todorov's observation that if 
(K, [w]) E Kn is a period point of a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 sur
face X, then the rational curve C = 1r1(1r21(1r2 (K, [w]))) C n carries 
the twistor space, i.e., the analytic family Z - C of isometric Kahler 
structures of the original Kahler-Einstein K3 surface. We say that the 
rational curve C parametrizes the isometric deformation of X. Now an 
algebraic period domain (see for instance [p.322, Morl]) together with 
rational curves arising from the isometric deformations of these Kahler
Einstein algebraic K3 surfaces form an open set of n of period points 
of Kahler K3 surfaces. Considering various algebraic period domains, 
we see that every point in n appears as a period point of a Kahler K3 
surface. 

1.2. Moduli of polarized K3 surfaces 

Yau [Yl] proved that any Kahler class of a K3 surface contains a 
unique Ricci-flat Kahler metric. So there is a bijective correspondence 
between Kahler polarizations and Ricci-flat K"ahler metrics on a K3 
surface. For the universal marked family of K3 surfaces over n, there is 
no canonical way of specifying a family of Ricci-flat Kahler metrics on 
the fibers. On the other hand, all complex structures which make a given 
Ricci-flat Riemannian metric a Kahler metric are parametrized by P1 ( C) 
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and form an analytic family of K3 surfaces over Pi ( C), which we call the 
isometric deformation or the isometric families of Kahler structures (see 
[At], [C], [Tol] and [To2]). This suggests the importance of the space 
Kn° in the differential geometry of K3 surfaces. To consider Kn is to fill 
the holes of Kn° and this corresponds to consider a certain degeneration 
of Ricci-flat metrics on a K3 manifold. We look at this phenomenon first 
in algebraic way in this section and then in differential geometric way 
in the next section. For a K3 surface (X, ¢,a) with a marking a and a 
Kahler metric¢ with<¢,¢>= 1, we define the periodp(X, ¢.a) E Kn° 
by ([ac(w x)], an(¢)), where wx is a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form 
on X. Using Theorem 1, we associate to a marked K3 manifold (X,g, a) 
with a Ricci-flat Riemannian metric g on X the period p(X, g, a) E N° 
by the an-image of the oriented 3-dimensional R-vector space of the self
dual 2-forms on X (recall that these are parallel). Here, if { e1, e2, ea, e4} 
is an oriented basis for R4 then { e1 /\ e2 + ea I\ e4, e1 I\ ea + e4 I\ e2, e1 I\ e4 + 
e2 I\ e3 } gives the oriented basis for /\t ( R 4 ) E /\ 2 ( R 4 ) with the induced 
orientation ( cf. the map 1r2 : Kn -. N). For these period domains Kn° 
and N°, we have 

Theorem 9 ([Lo]). For any element (1t,x) in Kn°, there exists 
a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surface (X, ¢, a) such that p(X, ¢, a) = 
(1t, x). In particular, if X is a K3 surface, every element in Vj(X) 
contains a Kahler form. 

In Looijenga's proof of Theorem 9, he uses the isometric deforma
tion of Kahler-Einstein structure on a K3 manifold ([C], [Tol,2]) in the 
key Lemma which states that the periods in Kn of all marked Kahler
Einstein K3 surfaces consist of fibers of Kn-. Gt(Ln)- Looijenga uses 
this Lemma combined with the density argument (see [Lo] and [BPV, 
Chapter VIII]) to show that every polarization of a K3 surface comes 
from a Kahler metric. He then uses Theorem 3 (Yau's existence theo
rem) to obtain Theorem 9. The Global Torelli Theorem and Theorem 
9 imply that Kn° is isomorphic to the moduli space of the equivalence 
classes of marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces under the period map. 
This is a fine moduli space: 

Theorem 10 ( cf. [Lo] and [Mor2]). There is a universal marked 
family M 0 -. Kn° of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over a real analytic 
manifold Kn° of dimension 59. The point (1t, x) is the period of the 
fiber ( a marked Kah/er-Einstein K3 surface). 

Proof. We follow the corlstruction of the universal marked family 
of unpolarized K3 surfaces. First, it is easy to modify the global Torelli 
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theorem for the polarized period map for marked Kahler-Einstein K3 
surfaces. To formulate the local Torelli theorem, we introduce the no
tion of the local universal marked deformation of Kahler-Einstein K3 
surfaces which is. defined in the following way. Let (X, x:0, J0 ) be a 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surface and (X, (X, J0 )) ----> (S, 0) a local univer
sal deformation. A marking o: for (X, Jo) canonically induces a mark
ing, also denoted by o:, for the local universal deformation. An as
signment x: : S 3 t 1-+ Kt E H 1•1 (X,Jt) n H 2 (X;R) is a polariza
tion for the family if each Kt is a Kahler class of (X, lt) and the map 
o:R : S 3 t 1-+ aR(x:t) E LR is smooth. A natural way to get a polar
ization for a local universal family is this: Let (X, J 0 , x:0 ) be a polarized 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surface and C c S the locus of the isometric defor
mation of it. Each point c E C corresponds to a Kahler-Einstein K3 
surface (X, le, Kc)- Let Sc C S be the locus on which the class Kc is 
of type (1,1). The complex one-parameter family UcEC Sc of complex 
hypersurfaces in S sweeps a 20-dimensional region and we thus get a po
larization for a local universal deformation. In this case the polarization 
over Sc is a section of the sheaf Ls@R over S. This is a usual definition of 
the polarization for a family (cf. [Morl, p.309]). A small tubular neigh
borhood KS of the image {aR(x:t): t ES} E Kn° parametrizes a local 
universal marked deformation of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces. Namely 
this family is universal among marked differentiable families M ----> S of 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces. The local Torelli Theorem in this case is 
now clear. In a differentiable family M ----> S Kahler-Einstein structures 
(Jt, <Pt) vary differentiably with respect tot E S, where S is a differen
tiable manifold. This-is equivalent to saying that both complex structure 
and polarization varies differentiably with respect to t. We then form 
the universal family of polarized marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces 
over Kn° in the completely same gluing procedure as before using the 
Global Torelli Theorem and the uniqueness of the Kahler-Einstein form 
in a given Kahler class. 

Theorem 11 (cf. [To2]). Any element in N appears as a period 
of a marked Ricci-fiat K3 manifold. 

Theorem 11 and the Global Torelli Theorem imply that the period 
map gives an isomorphism of N and the moduli space of the equivalence 
classes of marked Ricci-flat K3 manifolds. This moduli space is a fine 
moduli space in the following sense. 

Theorem 12 (cf. [To2]). There is a universal family N° ----> N° 
of Ricci-fiat K3 manifolds over N°. 

Proof. For E E N°, the family of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over 
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the 2-sphere ?r2 - 1 ( E) E Kn° is the isometric deformation ( cf. Theorem 
1 ). We can thus form a family of Ricci-flat K3 manifold over N° by 
forgetting the complex structure from the universal marked family of 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces in Theorem 8. The universal property of 
the family is now clear. 

It follows from Theorems 10 and 12 that 
1. If U is an open set in Kn° in the usual topology, the induced family 

M 0u ----> U is a smooth family of Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces. The 
complex structure depends only on ?r 1 (x) and the Ricci-flat metric 
depends only on 11"2 ( x) for x E U. 

2. If U is an open set in N° in the usual topology, the induced family 
N° 0 ----> U is a smooth family of Ricci-flat K3 manifolds. 
Now we fill the it holes of Kn° by introducing generalized K3 sur

faces, the notion of weak polarization, K3 orbifolds and Ricci-flat orb
ifold metrics. The following definitions are due to Morrison [Morl]. 

Definition. A generalized K3 surface is a compact complex sur
face X with at worst rational double points, whose minimal resolution 
Y ----> X is a K3 surface. 

Definition. Let X be a generalized K3 surface and p : Y ----> X is 
the minimal resolution. Let 61 , ••• , 6k E H 1•1 (Y) n H 2 (Y; Z)be the class 
of all (-2)-curves in the exceptional set for p. The root system R(X) 
and the Weyl group W(X) of X are defined by 

and 

k 

R(X) = {6 E H 2 (Y; Z): 6 = L ai6i, ai E Z, < 6, 6 >= -2} 
i=l 

W(X) = the group generated by {s5 :< 6, 6 >= -2} 

c Aut(H 2(Y; Z)) ~ Aut(L). 

The following definition heavily depends on Theorem 2: Every K3 
surface is Kahler [Si]. 

Definition. Let X and Y be as above. A marking a for X is 
a metric injection a : H 2 (Y; z)w(X) ----> L which is extendable to an 
isometry of H 2 (Y; Z) to L also denoted by a. A pair ( X, a) is a marked 
generalized K3 surface. 
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Definition. For a generalized K3 surface X we set 

Vj(X) = {11: E Vj(X): for all Ii E H 1•1 (Y) n H 2 (Y; Z)with 

< 8,8 >= -2, < 11:,/i >= Oif and only if /j E R(X)} 

An element 11: E Vj(X) is a polarization of X and a weak polarization 
of Y with respect to X. A polarization is Kahler iff it comes from a 
Kahler metric in the sense of Fujiki-Moisezon. For a marked polarized 
generalized K3 surface (X,11:,a:) we define the period p(X,11:,a) E Kn 
by ([a:c(wy )], a:n(11:)). 

A Kahler metric in the sense of Fujiki-Moisezon on a complex space 
X is a Kahler metric in the regular part of X and is the restriction of a 
Kahler metric of some ambient Euclidean space in which a neighborhood 
of a singular point of X is imbedded. Theorem 14 in Section 1.2 asserts 
that every polarization for a generalized K3 surface is Kahler. 

Definition. We set I 2 (X) = H 2 (Y; z)w(x), i.e., the set of all 
classes orthogonal to R(X). Since I 2 (X)c contains H 2•0 (Y) this defines 
a Hodge structure on H 2(Y; Z). 

The notions of marking and polarization for a family of K3 surfaces 
were clear. We need to modify these notions for families of generalized 
K3 surfaces to construct the global fine moduli space for marked gener
alized K3 surfaces. This is made possible by the following fundamental 
result on deformation of rational double points: 

Fact 3 ([Brl], [Br2], [Pi], [Sl]). Let (X,P) pea germ of a surface 
with a rational double point, and let p : (Y, C) ---+ (X, P) be the minimal 
resolution. We write p- 1 (P) =CL Ci for the irreducible decomposition 
and let A = A(X) be the free abelian group generated by Ci. We write 
<, > for the quadratic form on A induced by the intersection pairing. 
We define 

R = R(X) = {Ii EA:< 8,8 >= -2} 

Then there are representatives of the versal deformations (Y, Y) ---+ 

(Defy,0), (X,X)---+ (Defx,O) such that 

(1) Defy = Ac, Defx = Ac/W, and Defy ---+ Defx (induced by the 
contraction) is the natural quotient by the operation of the Weyl group 
W ofR. 
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(2) If q : Y -+ Ac is the versal family, there exists a trivialization 

y 
diffeomorphism 

Y x Ac 

l l 
Ac Ac 

which induces an isomorphism i : H 2(Yt; Z) ~ H 2(Y; Z) ~ A such that 
for each t E Ac the root system for Yt is given by ( under the isomorphism 
above) 

i(R(Yt)) = {6 E R :< 6, t >= O} 

We consider the space Defx (which is biholomorphically a ball) as 
the orbifold Defy /W with branch loci (which are the image of {{6}1. : 
6 E R}) of branch index 2 whose fundamental group as the orbifold 
is W. Let X be a generalized K3 surface and Y -+ X the minimal 
resolution. Let p : Y -+ S be a local universal deformation of Y. By [Ri, 
p.121, Theorem 2], there is a contraction Y-+ X such that X-+ Sis a 
deformation of X and for each t E S the map Yt -+ Xt is the minimal 
resolution. We define a marking for a family of generalized K3 surfaces 
in such a way that a marking for Y -+ S is one of the markings for 
X -+ S and that this is universal among marked families of generalized 
K3 surfaces. Let q : XB -+ B be any deformation of a generalized 
K3 surface X where B is a locally contractible complex space and let 
Yt -+ Xt be the minimal resolution. A marking for this family is defined 
in the following way. We first define a sheaf I 2(XB/ B) using Fact 1 
(for more details, see [Morl]). For each t E B any sufficiently small 
(contractible) neighborhood U(t) has a representative i : U(t) -+ Dt 
where Dt = IIPESing x, Defcx,P) stands for the versal family for the 
germs (X, P) of the singularities of Xt (cf. Fact 1). We consider, via Fact 
1, Dt as an orbifold with the fundamental group W (the product of the 
Weyl groups for individual singular points of Xt) and we write p: Dt-+ 
Dt for the universal branched covering. We can thus form the fibered 

product U(t) = U(t) Xp Dt. We can then form a family q: Yu(t) -+ 

U(t) of K3 surfaces such that q-1 (r) is the minimal resolution of q- 1 (t) 
where r lies overt (simultaneous resolution). Since U(t) is again simply 
connected, we get a trivialization q.2 (Z) ~ H 2 (Yt; Z)U(t)" To each small 

neighborhood U(t) we associate an abelian group J2 (Xt) (t varies over 
B). It then follows from Fact 1 that the usual sheafi.cation procedure 

of a presheaf applied to the collection {U(t)}tEB (the orbifold-version of 
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the sheafication) yields the sheaf I 2 (XB/ B), which is a generalization of 
p.2(Z) ~ LB in the case of a family of smooth K3 surfaces. The stalk 
over t E B is I 2 (Xt)-

Definition. A marking for XB -+ B is a metric injection 

such that for each t EB, Ot extends to an isometry of H 2 (Yt; Z) to L, 
where Yt is the minimal resolution of X 1• 

Remark. While a marking exists for any local smooth deformation 
of a K3 surface, a marking does not always exist for a given local de
formation of a generalized K3 surface. Indeed, any marked deformation 
XB -+ B of a generalized K3 surface admits a simultaneous resolution 
YB -+ B and by [Ri], there is a contraction YB -+ XB. See Example 1 
below. 

Let Y -+ S and XB -+ B be as above with markings extending a 
marking a: I 2(X) ------> L for X. Using the classical period maps for these 
marked families, we get a holomorphic map B -+ S. The induced family 
is then a simultaneous resolution of singularities of each fiber of X ------> B. 
This implies that the family of generalized K3 surfaces X ------> S, which 
is obtained by the contraction Y ------> X, and with a marking induced 
from that of Y ------> S, is a local universal marked deformation for the 
generalized K3 surface X. This can be understood in terms of orbifolds 
in the following way. Let X, Y and W be as above and let a be a marking 
of Y. Let O be the image in 11 under the period map of a sufficiently 
small local universal deformation of Y. We may assume that the Weyl 
group W acts on O as a reflection group generated by the reflections 
with respect to the hypersurfaces H 0 = {w E Le :< w, /j >= 0 for 
/j E R(X)}. We write p : Y (resp. p' : X) -+ 0 for the induced local 
universal deformation (resp. the induced deformation of X). The Weyl 
group acts on p. 2 ( Z) ~ H 2 (Y; Z)o- It follows from the Global Torelli 
Theorem that this action is lifted to the action on X rather than Y. We 
explain this. Let s5 E Wand set x' = s0(x) E 0. Now let x be in a disk 
Din 0 which cuts {6}.L transversally at a point u and which is invariant 
under the action of the involution s5 • Write D* for D - { u }. If x E D*, 
i.e., x # x', there exists an isomorphism <Po,x : Y.,, ------> Y., which induces 
s5 on H 2 (Y; Z) via the isomorphism H(Y; Z) ~ H 2 (Y.,; Z) for any x. 

Note that this is just the reason why 11 is not a Hausdorff space. Now 
we let x tend to the point u in {6}1- in 0. Then, in X, the isomorphisms 
¢5,"' converge to the identity of Xu ( cf. [BR, p.262, paragraph 7]). The 
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argument is as follows. By Bishop's theorem [Bi] (see also [BPV, p.259]) 
the limit is an isomorphism of Xu and induces the identity on I 2 (Xu), 
which implies that this isomorphism itself must be the identity. We 
consider the graph r x of the isomorphism iJ? o,x in ( X, p') xv· ( X, s0 op'). 
The map s5 : H 2(Xx,;Z)--+ H 2 (Xx;Z) is induced by the Poincare 
duality H 2(Xx'i Z) ~ H2(Xx,; Z) and the slant product H2(Xx,; Z)--+ 
H 2 (Xx; Z), a f-+ r xi a. Boundedness of the volume implies that the 
limit r u exists as a positive analytic integral current ([Bil) and is in the 
form of Ll. + I: C; x D;, where Ll. is a graph of an isomorphism of Yu, 
C; and D; are curves in Yu ([BR], [LP], [BPV]). Since the induced map 
on the cohomology is s5 , we see that r u = the diagonal+ C x C, where 
C is the (-2)-curve corresponding to 8. Arguing inductively, we can 
thus form the quotient family X /W --+ 0 /W which is a local universal 
deformation of X (not a marked family)(cf. [BW, Theorem 3.7] and 
[Morl, p.320]). This family is universal among local deformations (with 
a locally contractible base space) of the generalized K3 surface X. This 
can be seen in exactly the same way as the argument in the construction 
of the sheaf I 2 (Xn/ B). 

Example 1. Let JC be a smooth complex 3-fold in P3 ( C) x Ll. 
defined by 

x4 + y4 + z4 + x2 + y2 + z2 - t = 0 

where (x, y, z) is the affine coordinate of P3 ( C) and t runs over a suffi
ciently small disk Ll. of radius r in C. Let p : JC --+ Ll. be the projection 
onto Ll.. Then JC --+ Ll. is a deformation of X 0 , a quartic surface with a 
rational double point of type A1 . To get a marked deformation of X 0 , 

we must consider the double covering of JC branched exactly over X 0 , 

namely the family JC' --+ Ll. induced by the map Ll. 3 t - t 2 E Ll.. The 
total space JC' is given by the equation 

x4 + y4 + z4 + x2 + y2 + z2 _ t2 = 0 

in P3 ( C) x Ll.. We may consider the map ( x, y, z, t) --+ t as a deformation 
of generalized K3 surfaces. The origin (0, 0, 0, 0) is a double point of 
type A1 of the 3-fold JC' (cf. the above remark). A small resolution 

[HW] yields a deformation p : JC --+ Ll. of the minimal resolution Yo of 
X 0 which is a K3 surface (cf. [Morl, p.320], [BR, p.238], [BPV, p.263]). 

There are exactly two non isomorphic small resolutions JC; ( i = 1, 2) for 
the 3-fold double point of type A1 . These two small resolutions give 
rise to two non isomorphic deformations which are isomorphic over Ll. *. 
One can see this intuitively by observing that no isomorphism of the 
family (p, JC', Ll.) extends to a holomorphic map of JC~s. This is only 
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possible when the moduli space is not a Hausdorff space. The restricted 
deformation K, x a Di.* over Di.* is not differentiably trivial and this implies 
the absence of markings for the family (p, K, Di.). We see this through 
the following local model. 

Example 2. Let Yi be an affine quadric 

Yi : x2 + y2 + z2 - t = 0 

in C3 • We consider a deformation U Yi of Yi, where t runs over the unit 
disk Di.. This deformation is not differentiably trivial over Di.*. Indeed, 
the intersection of Yt and the sphere S 5 ( .Jjtf) of radius .Jjtf in C3 is a 
2-sphere. For instance, if t = £2 with£ > 0, then (x, y, z) E R3 c C3 

with x 2 + y2 + z2 = £2 is a 2-sphere. It is easy to see that Yt for 
t -=/= 0 is diffeomorphic to the tangent bundle of this 2-sphere. If we put 
t = t(O) = c2 e2i 8 , then t(O 5 8 5 1r) surrounds the origin. Lifting this 
circle to the family induces the map (x, y, z) r-+ (-x, -y, -z) on Y0 2 

which restricts to the anti-podal map of the 2-sphere. 

Example 3. We use the same symbols as in Example 1. Let 6 
be the Poincare dual of the 2-sphere in Kt sitting near the origin whose 
existence is shown in Example 2. A simple loop in Di.* with base point t 
induces the reflection s6 of H 2 (Kt, Z). This is the holonomy group of the 
fl.at vector bundle defined by the sheafp. 2 (Ra• ). Indeed, ifwe look at Kt 
in C3 , we see that the family LJ(Kt nB 6 (r')t is differentiably trivial over 
Di. for a suitable r' and that the map of Kt n S5 (r') 2:! P3 (R) 2:! S0(3) 
induced by the lifting of the loop to the family is homotopic to the 
left translation of S0(3) by an involutive element g. In particular, the 
diffeomorphism S5 of Kt which is equal to (x,y,z) r-+ (-x,-y,-z) in 
a small tubular neighborhood U of the 2-sphere and is equal to the 
identity outside another small tubular neighborhood V and on the neck 
region V - U 2:! Pa(R) x I (I is an interval) gives an isotopy between the 
identity and the left translation by the involutive element g on S0(3) 
on this neck region. Thus the marked family K, -+ Di. is induced by the 
injective period map Di. -+ n and the image is a disk which is transversal 
to the hypersurface defined by the condition < 6, w >= 0 which means 
that the class 6 is of type (1,1) and is invariant under the operation of 
the reflection s5 in the Weyl group. Letting the Weyl group (isomorphic 
to Z2 ) of the generalized K3 surface X 0 act on the image in n of the 

family K, -+ Di., we get another deformation K' -+ Di. with a birational 
map e : K, -+ IC' which is the lifting of the involution. This is the other 
small resolution of the 3-fold double point. We call this operation the 
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elementary operation. Identifying these families differentiably, we see 
that the map induced on the fibers over t(i= 0) is homotopic to S5. The 

closure in ic X.6. (K)' of the union of the graphs of these holomorphic 
maps is the graph of the birational map e (see [Morl, p.312] and [BR, 
Section 7]). In particular, e induces s6 on H 2 (Y0 ; Z), where 8 is the class 
of the exceptional (-2)-curve for Y0 --+ X 0 • 

We are now ready to discuss the moduli problem of Kahler-Einstein 
generalized K3 surfaces. The existence of a Kahler-Einstein metric on a 
generalized K3 surface was remarked in [KT]. 

Theorem 13 (cf. [KT, p.348]). Let X be a generalized K3 sur
face, Y its minimal resolution and K a Kahler polarization for X. Then 
there exists a unique Kahler-Einstein orbifold metric ( which is necessar
ily Ricci-fiat) on X which is a Kahler-Einstein form on the regular part 
of Y and defines a closed current on Y whose co homology class is K. 

For a proof, see [KT]. We examine the quantitative aspect of Theo
rem 13 in the next section. This theorem gives a geometric meaning to 
the deformation of K3 surfaces parametrized be P1 ( C) ~ P( ( P w + RK) © 
C) E n for ( K, [w]) E Kn - Kn°. This is the isometric deformation with 
respect to a Ricci-flat orbifold-metric of the corresponding generalized 
K3 manifold (K3 orbifold). 

Theorem 14 ([KT, p.350-352]). Suppose X is a generalized K3 
surface with a orbifold-Kahler-Einstein metric form </J. Write g for the 
Riemannian metric on X determined by </J and the complex structure 
of X. Then ( 1) X x S 2 has a complex structure X such that (a) the 
projection 1r : X --+ S 2 ~ P1 ( C) is a holomorphic map and fibers are 
generalized K3 surfaces. From X --+ P1 ( C), we obtain a deformation 

of K3 surfaces X --+ P1 ( C); (b) if ( X, o:) is a marked generalized K3 
surface, then a: induces an isomorphism of local systems ( in fact trivial 
systems) a:: 1r.2(Zx) ~ Lp,(c)i (c) for each t E Pi( C) the period inn of 

Xt = 1r- 1 (t) is an oriented 2-plane in the 3-dimensional space EC LR 
spanned by (Re wx, Im wx, </J) or more intrinsically three linearly inde
pendent parallel self-dual 2-forms with respect to the Ricci-fiat orbifold 
metric. (2) For each t E P1 ( C) the Ricci-fiat Riemannian orbifold metric 
g on Xt is orbifold-Kahlerian with respect to the corresponding complex 
structure. ( 3) The base space P1 ( C) parametrizes all complex structures 
with respect to which g is orbifold-Kahlerian. 

Proof. All oriented 2-planes in 3-dimensional E c LR spanned by 
(Rewx,Imwx,</J) are parametrized by S2 • We may assume that these 
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are orthonormal basis for self-dual 2-forms. Let Et be any oriented 
2-plane in E and let a and /3 be orthonormal basis in Et. Then we 
define Wt = a+ A/3. This is a C-valued 2-form which satisfies the 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) in Andreotti-Weil Remark. Hence Wt defines 
a new complex structure Jt on the smooth part of X. If x is a simple 
singular point in X and U is a pseudo-convex neighborhood of x, then 
U = V/G where V c C2 e:! R 4 and G c SU(2) c S0(4). Let 1r : 

V - {0}-+ U - {x} be the natural projection. Then 1r*(wtlV - {x}) 
can be prolonged to a smooth C-valued 2-form on V invariant under 
the action of G. Andreotti-Weil Remark then implies that the complex 
structure Jt extends to an orbifold-complex structure at singular points 
of X. We thus get the 3-fold X which is nothing but the orbifold-twistor 
space for an anti-self-dual Ricci-flat 4-orbifold [AHS]. The rest of the 
proof is almost the same as the arguments in Introduction. But here 
we take a more group theoretical point of view. Let <Pt E E be a unit 
vector orthogonal to Et. We may suppose that (Rew x, Im w x, </)) and 
(Rewt,Imwt,<Pt) defines the same orientation of E. Then we can find 
A E S0(4) such that A+¢A+• = <Pt, where A+ is the homomorphism of 
SO( 4) -+ S0(3) determined by the decomposition of the second exterior 
product representation of SO( 4) into irreducible subspaces. This implies 
that <Pt is a positive definite real closed (1,1)-form on the smooth part 
of X which defines the Riemannian metric g. Since every form in E 
is orbifold-smooth, <Pt defines a Kahler-Einst.ein orbifold-metric relative 
to the new complex structure Jt. We can resolve the singularities in 
the family X -+ P 1 ( C) by successive blow-ups (see [At]) to get a family 
X -+ Pi ( C) of smooth K3 surfaces. In the case of A1 -singularity, it is 
understood as follows. Let p : Pa ( C) -+ Pi ( H) e:! S4 e:! R4 U { oo} be the 
natural projection sending a complex line in C4 to the quaternionic line 
it generates. The fiber is P 1 ( C) which parametrizes complex lines in the 
corresponding quaternionic line. The moduli space of all hyperplanes 
in Pa ( C) containing the fiber l00 is parametrized by another fiber e:! 

P 1 ( C) and the natural projection p induces complex structures on R4 

compatible with the flat metric which are parametrized by P 1 ( C). The 
local situation around the Pi ( C)-family of A1 -singularities is exactly 
the same as the quotient of the normal bundle v = 0(1) EB 0(1) of a 
fiber under the involution -1. If we blow up the 0-section of v, the 
involution becomes the reflection with respect to the exceptional set 
which is Pi(C) x P1 (C). This implies that the union of each (-2)
curve on a fiber forms a trivial Pi ( C)-bundle. Since v is not trivial 
and P 1 ( C) is simply connected, the image in v / ( -1) of the unit sphere 
bundle of v is non-trivial. All the above imply that the family X -+ 
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P1 ( C) is not trivial. A marking a: : J2 ( X) '--> L extends uniquely to a 
metric injection a:: I 2 (X/Pi(C)) ~ I 2 (X)Pi(C) '--> LP,(C)· Since P1(C) 
is simply-connected, this extends to an isomorphism of local systems 
1r*2(Zx)-, LP,(C)· 

To construct the universal marked family of Kahler-Einstein gen
eralized K3 surfaces over Kn, we need the Global Torelli Theorem for 
marked polarized generalized K3 surfaces. 

Theorem 15 (Weakly Polarized Global Torelli Theorem) ([Ml, 
p.319]). Let (X,t.) and (X',,,.') be polarized generalized K3 surfaces 
and let Y and Y' be the minimal resolutions. Suppose ¢> : I 2 (X') _, 
12 (X) is a Hodge isometry which respects polarizations and extends to 
an isometry 7/J : H 2 (Y'; Z) _, H 2 (Y; Z). Then there is a unique isomor
phism <I> : X -, X' such that <I>* = ¢>. 

The proof is immediate from the Global Torelli Theorem. This the
orem implies that two marked generalized K3 surfaces with the same 
periods in Kn are isomorphic in a unique way. If these polarizations 
come from Kahler-Einstein orbifold-metrics, the isomorphism is a holo
morphic isometry of orbifolds. The condition that ¢>: I 2 (X') -, I 2 (X) 
extends to an isometry 7/J : H 2 (Y'; Z) -, H 2 (Y; Z) cannot be relaxed 
([Morl]). Namely this extendability essentially provides the full infor
mation that the singularities of X' and X are isomorphic. Morrison 
[Morl, p.319 and pp.328-330] constructed an example of two non iso
morphic polarized generalized K3 surfaces (X;, t.;)( i = 1, 2) which have 
different singularities but isomorphic J2(X;). These are polarized gener
alized K3 surfaces one with D 12 -singularity and the other with D 4 and 
E8-singularities. So the extendability is not relaxed. 

Theorem 16 (Strong Surjectivity Theorem) ([KT, p.353]). Any 
element in Kn appears as the period of a marked generalized Kahler
Einstein K3 surface. In particular, any polarization of a generalized K3 
surface is a Kahler polarization. 

The proof is based on Looijenga's method [Lo] in the proof of The
orem 9 and we use Theorems 13 and 14 (the existence and the isometric 
deformation of Kahler-Einstein orbifold structure) and the weak version 
of the surjectivity Theorem [Morl, p.326] in a crucial way (see [KT, 
pp.353-355]). For reader's convenience we give firstly Looijenga's proof 
Theorem 9 and then the proof of Theorem 15. 

Proof of Theorems 9 and 16. The proofs of these theorems are 
divided into parallel three steps. We start with the proof of Theorem 9. 
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Step 1. Suppose that for an element (11:, [w]) E Kn° the 3-plain 
( Pw + R · K.) n L contains a primitive rank-2 lattice M all of whose vectors 
have square length in 4N. Then (K., [w]) belongs to image of the period 
map. Indeed, we may assume that MC Pw by the isometric deformation 
for the Ricci-flat metric on a K3 manifold. The Density Theorem then 
implies that there exists a marked exceptional Kummer surface (X, a) 
such that oc(H 2•0 (X)) = [w]. By composing a with some elements of 
the Weyl group W([w]) if necessary, we may assume that there exists a 
polarization </J of X such that aR(<P) = 11:. Since H 1 •1 (X) is defined over 
Q, rational elements form a dense subset of the Kahler cone and the 
boundary of it. In particular, the Kahler cone contains a dense subset of 
rationally defined classes. Suppose </J itself is rational. Then there exists 
a unique (up to a constant multiple) holomorphic line bundle E with 
Chern class proportional to </J. We note that for an irreducible curve 
C, E · C = 0 only if C is a (-2)-curve. Since </J is in Kn, E · C > 0 
for any effective curve C. Nakai's criterion [p.127, BPV] then implies 
that E is ample. In particular, </J contains a Kahler form. Since any 
</J can be expressed as a linear combination of rational elements in the 
Kahler cone with positive coefficients, </J contains a Kahler metric of the 
K3 surface X. Theorem 13 then implies that (K., [w]) is a period point 
of a marked Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surface. 

Step 2. Suppose (11:, [w]) is such that (Pw + R · K.) n L contains a 
primitive vector x with (x,x) = 4 (mod 8). By isometric deformation, 
we may assume as in Step 1 that x E Pw. v+([w]) is divided into 
fundamental domains by reflection hyperplanes H5 for the group W([w]), 
where 8 are (-2)-vectors in .6.([w]). Let K be the fundamental domain 
in Kn° x R (we get this space by forgetting the volume normalization) 
which contains 11:. If r, E K is such that (Pw + R · r,) n L contains a 
rank-2 lattice all of whose vectors have square length in 4N, then, by 
Step 1, (TJ, [w]) is a period point of a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surface 
( X 11, ¢11, a). 2 The isomorphism type of the K3 surface X 11 is independent 
of the choice of T/· Remark(8.4) and the proof of Proposition (8.2) in 
[p.256, BPV] directly implies that such TJ are dense in K. As in Step 
1, we infer that the original (11:, [w]) is the period point of a marked 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surface. 

Step 3. Let (11:, [w]) E Kn° and K the fundamental domain with 
respect to the action of W([w]) which contains 11:. If r, E K is such 
that Pw + R · T/ contains a primitive vector of square length 4 (mod 8), 
then Step 2 implies that (TJ, [w]) is the period point of a marked Kahler-

2 X~ is a K3 surface, rt>~ is the class of the corresponding Kahler-Einstein metric 
and a is a marking. 
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Einstein K3 surface. Applying Lemma (8.3) in [p.255, BPV] to the K3 
lattice, we see that such r, are dense in K. As in the preceding two steps, 
we see that (K, [w]) is the period point of a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 
surface. This completes the proof of Theorem 9. 

Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem 16. 
Step 1. Suppose (K, [w]) E Kn is such that (Pw + RK) n L contains a 

primitive rank-2 lattice M. By the isometric deformation with respect to 
a Ricci-flat orbifold metric on a K3 orbifold, we may assume that M C 

Pw. We pick a point (K', [w]) E Kn° in a small neighborhood of (K, [w]). 
Theorem 9 implies that there exists a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surface 
(X,¢/,a.) which has the period point (K', [w]). The isomorphism type of 
X is independent of the choice of K 1• There exists a class ¢ in the closure 
of the Kahler cone of X with a.R( ¢) = K. The class ¢ is contained in 
the intersection of finite number of reflection hyperplanes n H5 and the 
positive cone of X. This is a part of the boundary of the Kahler cone 
and and forms a closed convex subcone of the positive cone. If we omit 
the intersection with other reflection hyperplanes, this is again divided 
into open convex subcones. Let K be the corresponding component in 
the fiber (Kn- Kn°)w over w E n containing K. Suppose¢ and hence K 

are rational. Then the Lefschetz Theorem on (1,1)-Classes [GH, p.163] 
implies that there exists a holomorphic line bundle Lon X with its Chern 
class proportional to ¢. Then the line bundle L has the property that 
L · L > 0 and L · C ?: 0 for every irreducible curve C and the equality 
holds only if C is a ( -2)-curve. Mayer's theorem [Ma] then implies 
that for a sufficiently large number n the linear system lnLI has no base 
point and defines a holomorphic map f n : X----> P(H 0 (X, O(nL ))) which 
is biholomorphic onto its image outside ( -2)-curves which do not meet 
L and which contracts these ( -2)-curves connected-component-wise to 
points. In particular, ¢ contains a Fujiki-Moisezon-Kahler form. It 
follows from Theorem 13 that (K, [w]) is the period point of a marked 
Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surface (X, ¢, a.). Since Pw is defined 
over Q, such K are dense K. Hence the original (K, [w]) is the period 
point of a marked Kahler-Einstein K3 surface. 

Step 2. Suppose (K, [w]) E Kn is such that (Pw + RK) n L contains a 
primitive rank one lattice M. As above, we may assume that M c Pw. 
Write I 2(K, [w]) for the orthogonal complement in Le of the set ~(K, [w]) 
of all (-2)-vectors 8 E L with (K, 8) = 0 and v+(K, [w]) for the closed 
convex subcone of v+([w]) defined by the equations (8, ·) = 0 for 6 E 

~(K, [w]). v+(K, [w]) is divided into chambers by reflection hyperplanes 
H5 for 6 E ~([w]). Let K be the component containing K. If r, E K 
is such that (Pw + Rr,) n L contains a primitive rank-2 lattice, then 
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there exists a marked Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surface (X, <PT/, a) 
whose period is (TJ, [w]). The isomorphism type of X is independent of 
the choice of r,. Such T/ with the property as above are dense in a convex 
cone K, since I 2 (K-, [w]) is defined over Q and we have assumed that 
MC Pw. Now we use the following fact due to Varouchas [V]. 

Fact 4 ([V]). Let X be an analytic variety admitting an open cov
ering {Ui} and a family of functions 'l/J; : U; --> R which are continuous 
and strictly plurisubharmonic such that 'l/J; - 'l/J1 is pluriharmonic on 
Ui n U;. Then X is Kahlerian in the sense of Fujiki-Moisezon. 

Continuation of Proof of Theorem 16. It follows from Varouchas' 
theorem and Thecrem 13 that (X, <PT/) admits a Kahler form in the 
sense of Fujiki-Moisezon. Hence the original (X, ¢, o:) admits a Fujiki
Moisezon-Kahler form. Theorem 13 implies that (K-, [w]) is its period. 

Step 3. Let (K-, [w]) be an arbitrary point in Kn and K the com
ponent of v+(K-, [w]) containing K-as in the Step 2. Since I 2 (K-, [w]) is 
defined over Q, the TJ such that (Pw + RK-) n L contains a rank-1 lattice 
form a dense subset in K. It follows from Step 2 that for such T/ there 
exists a Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surface (X, </>T/, a) with (TJ, [w]) 
its period. The isomorphism type of Xis independent of T/· Varouchas' 
theorem implies that the class ¢T/ contains not only a Kahler-Einstein 
orbifold-form but also a Fujiki-Moisezon-Kahler form. Since K is a con
vex cone, (K-, [w]) is the period of a generalized K3 surface X with a 
Fujiki-Moisezon-Kahler form whose class is¢ and from Theorem 13 it is 
the period of the Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surface corresponding 
to (X, ¢). This completes the proof of Theorem 16. 

Theorem 15 and Theorem 16 imply that Kn is isomorphic to the 
moduli space of the equivalence classes of marked generalized Kahler
Einstein K3 surfaces and the isomorphism is given by the period map. 
Before constructing the universal marked family of Kahler-Einstein gen
eralized K3 surfaces, we look at examples to observe what occurs around 
the holes Kn - Kn° of the moduli space. 

Example 4. Let (X, Jo) be a K3 surface with a (-2)-curve whose 
class in H 2(X; Z) we denote by 6. We write v+(x) for v+(x, J0 ), 

etc. We consider a smooth curve a(t), t E [-c,c] in v+(x) such that 
a((-c, 0)) c V/(X), a(0) E H 0 ) and a((0, cl) c s0 (V/(X)). Here 
V/(X) is the Kahler cone of X, H0 is the hyperplane in LR orthogonal 
to a (-2)-vector 6 E Land s0 (V/(X)) is the reflection of V/(X) with 
respect to H5. Let o: be a marking for X. The smooth curve b(t) = 
1r2 (o:(a(t),wx)) in N is such that b(O) E N - N° and b(t) E N° if 
t i= 0. Then there is a differentiable real one-parameter family of marked 
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weakly polarized generalized K3 surfaces (X, Jt, Kt) such that the period 
in N is the curve b(t), Kt is a polarization for (X, Jt) for t i= 0 and 

Ko E H5 n VJ(X) is a weak polarization for (X, Jo) (we can choose 
representatives Jt of the diffeomorphism-orbits of complex structures on 
X in a smooth way). The Kahler-Einstein metrics gt of (X, Jt, Kt), which 
are smooth if t -::/= 0 and an orbifold metric if t = 0, vary smoothly with 
respect tot outside the (-2)-curve in (X, Jo) (for a proof see Section 2 
of this paper). After performing a suitable (uniquely defined) isometric 
deformations parametrized by t ( which vary smoothly with respect to 
t) to the family in such a way that we get a new family (X, It, At) of 
Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surfaces such that the period in Kn is 
the o:-image of a(t) and that the complex structure tensors It and the 
Kahler- Einstein forms ht E At vary smoothly outside the ( - 2 )-curve 
in (X,I 0 ) = (X,Jo)- All complex structures It fort E [-t:,0) lie in 
the same diffeomorphism-orbit as J0 and those for t E (0, t:]) lie in the 
same diffeomorphism-orbit as S0.(J 0 ), where S0 is a diffeomorphism of 
X which induces the reflection 85 (see Example 3 for the definition). 

Example 5. There is another description for the one-parameter 
family (X, It, At) in Example 4. We recall the universal marked family of 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over Kn°. We get two families of Kahler
Einstein K3 surfaces with the same marking. One is over o:(a(t)), t E 

(-t:,0), and the other is over o:(a(t)), t E (0,t:). The Global Torelli 
Theorem implies that there is a unique isomorphism of the fibers over 
a(t) and 85(a(t)). This induces an isomorphism of the limit generalized 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over a(-0) and a( +0). We glue these two 
families by this isomorphism. We thus get a family X of generalized 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over B = (-t:,t:). The minimal resolution 
over O yields a family Y of K3 surfaces which is differentiably trivial. 
The relevant marking for the family of Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 
surfaces X is not a marking for the family Y but a marking for X defined 
by using the sheaf I 2 (X / B) (the similar definition is possible in this case) 
and the action of the reflection 85. 

The inductive use of the argument in Example 5 gives the following 

Theorem 17. There exists a universal marked family M of gen
eralized Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces over Kn such that the restriction 
over Kn° coincides with the universal marked family M 0 in Theorem 
9 and the restriction over Kn - Kn° is the universal marked family of 
'generalized Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces with orbifold-singularities. 
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§2. Ricci-flat K3 surfaces with concentrated curvature 

The purpose of this section is to derive the a priori estimates for 
Ricci-flat Kahler metrics on a K3 surface if its curvature concentrates 
along some distinguished (-2)-curves. The result is that a concentrated 
Ricci-flat Kahler metric on a K3 surface looks like a superposition of ALE 
gravitational instantons (see [Kr]), with an Ricci-flat Kahler orbifold
metric on the corresponding generalized K3 surface as a background 
metric. This was observed implicitly in [KT]. Bando-Kasue-Nakajima 
[BKN] showed that this phenomenon of curvature concentration charac
terizes the limit behavior for families of Einstein metrics on a 4-manifold 
with a lower bound of volumes and an upper bound of diameters. This 
is well understood if one pays attention to the case of a Kummer sur
face. So we first look at a Kummer surface with concentrated curvature. 
The following arguments remain valid in other flat background case. We 
carry out the estimates as in [Y2] by solving the Monge-Ampere equa
tion. We first piece together a flat orbifold-metric on a Kummer surface 
and 16 Eguchi-Hanson spaces [EH] with concentrated curvature to con
struct a family of almost Ricci-flat metrics as in [Pa] and [GP](see also 
[Hi3]). We then want to get such estimates that measure the deviation 
of the approximate Ricci-flat metrics with concentrated curvature thus 
obtained from the nearest Ricci-flat metric in terms of the strength of 
the curvature concentration. 

Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold. We denote LP-norms 
with respect to the metric g by II · IIP-For p = oo this gives the C0 -

norm, i.e., the maximum norm. We use Li's Sobolev inequality [Li] on 
a compact Riemannian manifold (M,g) of dimension m :=:: 3 

(1) 

for Li-functions 3 (see [Li] and [Born]). In (1), c1(g) stands for the con
formally invariant isoperimetric constant of ( M, g) 

where inf is taken over domains n in M with smooth boundary and 
Vol(n) ~ ½ Vol(M). 

3 Lt ( M, g) denotes the Sobolev space of functions with LP -derivatives up to 
order k 
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The Sobolev inequality plays a central role in deriving the a priori 
estimates for the solution of the Monge-Ampere equation. We need 
to control the constants c1 (g) for such a family of metrics g that has 
the property (P) : there exist positive constants ki(i = 1, ... , 5) with 
I Ric I ~ k1, k2 ~ d(g) ~ k3 and k4 ~ v(g) ~ k~, where d(g) and v(g) 
denote the diameter and the volume of (M,g), respectively. For such 
a family of metrics, there is a powerful isoperimetric inequality due to 
Gallot [Ga] which gives the control on c1 (g) in the Sobolev inequality (1). 
Let (M,g) be as above. We then introduce a scale invariant quantity a9 

defined by 

a9 = d(g)2 inf{Ric(x,x)/(m -1); lxl9 = 1}, 
"' 

where x runs over all tangent vectors to M with length 1. Gallot's 
isoperimetric inequality is stated as follows. 

Fact 5 ([Gal). Let (M,g) be as above. Then there exists a con
stant ~( m, a9 ) depending only on m and a9 such that the scale-invariant 
number 

satisfies 

(2) 

for every f E Li(M, g) with JM fdv 9 = 0. 

Applying Holder's inequality to Gallot's isoperimetric inequality, we 
have 

(3) 

for every f E Li(M, g) with JM fdv 9 = 0. Using Li's Sobolev inequality 
(1) and Gallot's inequality (2), we now study Ricci-flat metrics on a 
Kummer surface quantitatively. Let X' = Y / < 1, i > be a generalized 
K3 surface constructed from a complex 2-torus Y acted on by the in
volution i : z f-+ -z. Y has 16 simple singularities of type A 1 and its 
minimal resolution is the Kummer surface X = Km(Y). Since each of 
the 16 singularities of X' is analytically a quadratic cone, it is surrounded 
by P3(R). On the other hand, there is a family of asymptotically locally 
Euclidean complete Ricci-flat Kahler metrics with boundary P3(R) at 
infinity (see [EH] and [Cl]), which is called the Eguchi-Hanson metric. 
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Roughly speaking, Eguchi-Hanson metric is a Ricci-flat complete Kahler 
metric on the total space of the holomorphic cotangent bundle T* P1 ( C), 
which is diffeomorphic to the real tangent bundle T S2 , and is asymptot
ically a canonical fl.at metric of the quadratic cone and is determined by 
a single parameter which measures the strength of the curvature concen
tration. We glue 16 Eguchi-Hanson spaces with sufficiently concentrated 
curvature to an orbifold-fl.at background metric on X' along the bound
aries of small neighborhoods of 16 singular points which are 16 copies 
of P3(R). From algebro-geometric point of view, this surgery is nothing 
but the minimal resolution of a simple singularity of type A1 . 

We now look at the Eguchi-Hanson metric in detail. The Eguchi
Hanson space ([EH], [Cl])is the minimal resolution q: E-> C2 / < 1, i > 
equipped with a S0(3)-invariant Ricci-flat complete asymptotically lo
cally Euclidean Kahler metric. Such metrics are solutions of Einstein's 
equation with an S0(3)-symmetry which respects both complex struc
ture and metric. It follows that the Einstein equation for such metrics 
is reduced to an ordinary differential equation for the Kahler poten
tial which is a scalar function. Therefore we seek a Ricci-flat Kahler 
metric on C2 : (z1 ,z 2 ) in the form .;=ffJ8f, where / = f(u) and 
u = lz1 12 + lz2 12 • The equation for a Ricci-flat Kahler metric is 

(4) 

where w0 = .;=f fJ8u is the standard fl.at metric of C2 • Since 

.;=ffJ8f = f'(u).;=ffJ[Ju + f"(u).;=ffJu I\ 8u, 

the equation ( 4) reduces to 

(5) f'(u) 2 + uf'(u)f"(u) = 1. 

Putting f'(u) = g(u) reduces (5) to 

1 d(u2g(u) 2 ) - __;__.;_'----'-...;... = 1. 
2u du 

(6) 

We therefore have from (6) that 

(7) 
~ 

f'(u) = g(u) = y 1 + ~-
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It is elementary to integrate (7) getting 

(8) K u 
la(u) = const. +u + a log -,=c:a====;;=---. 

v'u2 + a2 + a 

If a > 0 then this function projects down to a strictly plurisubhar
monic function on the complement of the vertex of the quadratic cone 
C 2 / < 1, i > or equivalently on the complement of the zero-section E 
of T* P1 ( C). We therefore assume in (8) that a > 0. The function la 
behaves asymptotically like u at infinity and like a log u in the limit of 
u --+ 0, i.e., near the vertex of the quadratic cone. The Kahler form 
AofJ I a extends smoothly across the zero-section of T* P1 ( C) and de
fines a complete Ricci-flat asymptotically locally Euclidean Kahler met
ric on the whole T* Pi ( C). This is the Eguchi-Hanson metric 9a and the 
resulting space is the Eguchi-Hanson space Ma ([EH], [Cl). Let 9i] be the 
components of this metric in the standard coordinate system Zi ( i = 1, 2) 
of C2 • From the explicit solution (8), we get the following estimates: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

1 
la(u)=u+O(-) asu--+oo, 

u 
1 

9i"J = 8ij + O(u 2 ) as u--+ oo, 

okg;-3 = 0((( .!_ )½)4+k) as u--+ oo. 
u 

In particular, the metric is asymptotically locally Euclidean in the sense 
that, writing R for the curvature tensor, 

(12) 

We now examine the behavior of the metric near the zero-section. Let E 
be the (-2)-curve defined by the zero-section and LE the holomorphic 
line bundle associated to a divisor E. There is a unique ( up to a constant 
multiple) holomorphic section u for LE with E as its zero locus. Let II· II 
denote the Hermitian metric for LE induced from the flat metric of C2 • 

Near the zero-section E the Kahler potential la of the Eguchi-Hanson 
metric 9a can be written, modulo a smooth function which is a constant 
on the zero-section, as 
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(13) a log II (1112 
vllo-114 + a2 + a 

Hence the Kahler form of the Eguchi-Hanson metric 9a defines a coho
mology class -21ra[E] in H;_om.p(T* P1 (C); Z) where [E] is the Poincare 
dual of the class of E in H 2 (T* Pi ( C); Z). This together with the S0(3)
symmetry implies that the metric induced from 9a on E is a metric of 
constant Gaussian curvature a- 1 with volume equal to 41ra. We note 
that the diagonal C*-action on C2 given by (z, w) r-t ( (z, (w) for ( E C* 
projects down to the canonical C*-action on T* P1 (C). The S 1-part of 
this action is isometric relative to 9a· Since the ( -2)-curve E is the 
fixpoint set of this C* -action, the 2-sphere E is a totally geodesic sub
manifold. The maximum of the absolute value of sectional curvature of 
9a is a- 1 and is attained at any tangent 2-plane of E and its orthogonal 
complement. The metric spheres in the Eguchi-Hanson space are P3 (R) 
defined by u = d for d > 0 and the induced metric is that of the Berger 
sphere, i.e., the size of the fiber in the Hopf fibration P3 (R) --> S2 goes 
to zero as d --> 0. We sum up: for small positive number a, the Kahler 
manifold (T* Pi(C), H88fa) contains a highly positively curved to
tally geodesic 2-sphere E of curvature ¼. Since in the limit of a --> 0 

the Kahler potential / a approaches the flat Kahler potential / 0 = u in 
the C 00 -topology on any compact subset of the complement of E, for 
very small a the curvature of 9a is highly concentrated in a very small 
neighborhood of E and the Eguchi-Hanson space Ma becomes "undis
tinguishable" from the flat quadratic cone in a very small distance from 
E. The limit metric is the flat orbifold metric go of the quadratic cone. 
Writing </>t for the biholomorphism of T* Pi ( C) corresponding to t E C*, 
we express this process of curvature concentration in the form, with 
t E R>o, of: 

(14) 

This is the approximation of the tangent cone at infinity. 
Let us now return to K3 surfaces. Let X 1 = Y/ < 1, i > and 

X = Km(Y) be as above. Let 1,, be any class of flat orbifold-Kahler form 

contained in the Kahler cone VJ(X') c VJ(X) c H 1•1 (X) n H 2 (X; R) 
of the generalized K3 surface X'. Such Kahler form comes from a flat 
Kahler form on the torus Y. Let Ei (i = 1, ... , 16) be the distinguished 
(-2)-curves in X and ei (i = 1, ... , 16) their classes in H 2 (X; Z). For 
sufficiently small 16 positive numbers a = { ai ( i = 1, ... , 16)}, the class 
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(15) 
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16 

11:(a) = 11: - ~ aiei 
i=l 

is contained in the cone generated by Vj(X), the Kahler cone of X. 
It follows from Yau's existence theorem [Y2] that the class (15) is rep
resented by a unique Ricci-flat metric. The degree of freedom in the 
definition of (15) is 

dimR(H 1 •1 (Y) n H 2 (Y;R)) + 16 = 4 + 16 = 20, 

which is equal to dimR(H 1•1 (X) n H 2 {X; R)) = 20 the dimension of 
the Kahler cone of a K3 surface. This implies that all Kahler classes 
sufficiently close to 11: E Vj(Xt) have the form of (15). We construct an 
approximate Ricci-flat Kahler metric on X whose cohomology class is 
of the form (15) in the following way ( cf. [H3], [Pa] and [GP]). We want 
to get a scale-invariant a priori estimate for the perturbation which we 
must make to reach the Ricci-flat Kahler form in the same cohomology 
class. So, we multiply the class (15) by some positive constant if neces
sary, and we assume that for each singular point Pi EX' (i = 1, ... , 16) 
there exists a pseudoconvex neighborhood Ui which is isomorphic to 
Bi+5/ < 1, i > for some fixed positive number 6 « 1, where Bt denotes 
a metric ball in C2 of radius t. Here the isomorphism is concerned with 
both complex structure and metric structure induced from the com
plex Euclidean space C2 • Assume moreover Ui n Ui = 0 if i # j. Let 

r = (lz112 + jz212 )½ be the distance function in C2 and t(r) a real valued 
function on R such that t(r) = 1 for r ::; 1 - 6 and t(r) = 0 for r ~ 1 
and jt' ( r) I ::; } . If a positive number ai is sufficiently small, then the 
function Fi ( r) = Fa, ( r) defined by 

(16) Fi(r) = (1 - t(r))r 2 + t(r)li(r) 

(R.2 ) r2 =r 2 +t(r){r 2 1+ !-1 +ailog---===}, 
r ai + Ja~ + r 4 

where /i ( r) = fa, ( u), as appeared in the Kahler potential of the Eguchi
Hanson metric, is a Kahler potential on the minimal resolution Ui of Ui 
over the simple singularity Pi E Ui. The kahler metric Ff_88Fi coin
cides with the Eguchi-Hanson metric on the minimal resolution U1_ 6, 

of Bi-5' / < 1, i > where 6 < 6' « 1 and coincides with the flat metric 
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on (B 1+5\B 1 )/ < 1, i >. We can thus glue 16 Eguchi-Hanson met
rics Ao8F; defined in a small neighborhood of p; (i = 1, ... , 16) 
with an appropriate flat orbifold Kahler metric (torus-metric) w0 on 
X' to construct an approximate Ricci-flat Kahler metric form Wa, where 
a = { a; ( i = 1, ... , 16)} is a 16-ple of sufficiently small positive numbers. 
The quantity a; and t respectively measures the smallness of the volume 
of the ( -2)-curves E; and the strength of the localization of curvature of 
Wa along E;. The class of the Kahler class Wa is of the form (15) in which 
1,, corresponds to the torus metric w0 • The Kahler metric Wa is not Ricci
flat only in the 16 neck regions N; given by t;(r)(l-t;(r)) -f. 0 where t;(r) 
are interpolation functions used in the definitions of F; (i = 1, ... , 16). 
It is easy to see that if a is sufficiently small, the sectional curvatures 
in the neck regions N; are bounded by O(an as a; goes to zero. Yau's 
existence theorem [Y2] tells us that there exists a smooth function Ua on 
x such that Wa = Wa + A88ua is a Ricci-flat Kahler form and such 
Ua is unique up to an additive constant. Let 'f/ = }idz 1 I\ dz 2 be a holo-

morphic 2-form in C 2 • Any Ricci-flat volume form on X is a constant 
multiple of rJ I\ fi. Yau's existence theorem is then equivalent to saying 
that the following Monge-Ampere equation (17) with a normalization 
condition (18) has a unique solution: 

(17) (wa + Aaaua) 2 = exp(ga)w~ 

(18) l Ua w~ = 0 

where a real valued function 9a is defined by the following relation: 

(19) T/ I\ ii 
9a = log(- 2-). 

wa 

A direct computation shows that the function 9a is a;-times a smooth 
function h; on in a neighborhood ½ of E; containing the closure of the 
neck region N; and moreover h; and their derivatives converge uniformly 
on V;. We note that Ua is identically zero outside of the 16 neck regions. 
In particular, we have 

(20) 

for some constant C independent of a, where lal2 = z:;!1 a;. Hereafter 
C always means a positive constant independent of a which may differ 
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in different occurrences. Following [Y2] (see also [Bou], [Au] and [BK]), 
we derive the a priori estimates for the solution Ua of (17) and {18). We 
begin with the c0-estimate. 

{21) (1 - e9a)w2 = w2 - w2 a a a 

= .j=I88Ua I\ (wa - Wa) 

Multiplying {21) by lualP-2u0 with p > 1 and applying integration by 
parts give 

Hereafter the volume element in integrations over X is always w~. Since 
9a is very small, we have from (22) 

(23) 

We now put p = 2. Then we can apply (3) (the Sobolev inequality) to 
the left side of (23). Applying Holder's inequality to the right side, we 
have 

where q,q' > 0 and½+}= 1. Putting q' = 4 (q = f), we have 

(24) 

Combining (24) and (20) gives an a priori L4 -estimate for u 0 : 

(25) 
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Applying again the a-independent Sobolev inequality (1) and the Holder 
inequality to (23), we have 

lluall~P ~ Clldlual~lli + C'lllual~lli 

S Cpll9allplluall;-l + C'llual\; 

(26) Blai2P P 

S (A+ lluallP )lluallp· 

or 

(27) 

Put p = Pn = 2npo with Po = 4. Suppose 

It follows from (25) that this is the case when n = 0. Moreover we 
have from (26) and (27) that lluallPn+i ~ Cn+l lal2 with a constant Cn+1 
which obeys the following inequalities: 

(28) 

(29) 

Cn+l S (A+2nB)t,.-Cn ifCn ~ 1 

Cn+l ::; (A + 2n B) 2~ if Cn s 1. 

It is easy to show applying induction to (28) and (29) that Cn S C 
for some constant C independent of a and n. This implies the a priori 
C0-estimate for the solution Ua of (17) and (18): 

(30) 

We now proceed to deriving the C2-estimate. Let Ra be the maximum 
of the absolute value of holomorphic bisectional curvature [KN] of the 
Kahler metric Wa. Then Ra= max:1<i<16{a11, ... ,aii}- We set Ca= 

2Ra. Let 6.a and 6.a be respectively the Laplacians of the Kahler metrics 
Wa and Wa = Wa + Ff_88ua, e.g., 6.a = Z:a,,B g"'f'3v a V {3, where 9a{3 

and V are respectively the components and the Levi-Civita connection 
of the metric Wa- The inequality in [Aul] and (2.22) in [Y2] reads in our 
case as follows 
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(31) ec.u. 6.a (e-c•u•(2 + 6aua))(x) 

:::: A(x) + B(x)(2 + 6aua) + C(x)(2 + 6aua)2, 

where A(x), B(x) and C(x) are 

A(x) = 6aga(x) - 4 i~f(-R;,j 1)(x), 
i-,...1 

B(x) = -2ca, 

C(x) =(ca+ i~f(-R;,j 1)(x))e 9•(x). 
,-,...1 

Here we have used the same convention as in [KN] on the curvature 
tensor and have taken the subscripts i and j with respect to any local 
unitary frame for the holomorphic tangent bundle of X. We define a 
continuous function k( x) by 

k(x) = - inf(-R· 0 • 0 )(x)/R 
i#j "11 a, 

where inf is taken for all unitary frames at x. It is clear from the 
definition that lk(x)I :::; 1. Using (31), we obtain an a priori estimate for 
6 0 Ua-Suppose that e-caua(2+6 0 u0 ) assumes its minimum at x EX. 
Then we have from (31) 

0 :::: eCaUa6_a (e-C•U•(2 + 6aUa))(x) 

= (6 0 g0 (x) + 4k(x)Ra) - 4Ra(2 + 6 0 ua)(x) 

+ (2 - k(x))Rae 9"(2 + 6 0 ua)2(x) 
2e-g.(x) 2 

= e9 ·(2 - k(x))Ra{ ((2 + 6au 0 )(x) - 2 _ k(x)) 

2e-g.(x) 2 e-g.(x)(L, 0 90 + 4Rak)(x) 
- (2 - k(x)) + (2 - k(x))Ra }. 

Hence we have 

I 2e-g.(x) I 
(32) (2 + 6 0 u0 )(x) - 2 _ k(x) 

1 

< I ( 2e-g.(x)) 2 _ e-g.(x)(L,a9a + 4R 0 k)(x) I' 
- 2 - k(x) (2 - k(x))Ra 
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If x lies outside of the neck regions LJ Ui, then 9a(x) = 0 and 6.a9a(x) = 
0. In this case (32) becomes 

(33) 
2 

2 + 6.aua(x) S 2 _ k(x) 

I 
2 2 4k(x) I½ 

+ ( 2 - k( X) ) - 2 - k( X) = 2· 

If x is in the neck regions, we have 

IYa(x)I S C lal2 , 

I sectional curvature at xi S C lal2 , 

[6.a9a(x)I S Clal 2 

and hence lk(x)I S Clal 3. 

These estimates together with iia = min1~i~16{ai} s lal give 

(34) 
2(1 + Clal 2) 

(2 + 6.aua)(x) S 2 - Claj3 

1 

+ I { 2(1 + Clal 2)) 2 _ C(l + Clal 2)lal3 I 2 

2 - Clal 3 2 - Clal3 

s 2 + Cjaj 2 • 

It follows from (33) and (34) that 

(35) 2 + 6.aUa S ec.,u.,e-c.,u.,(:i:)(2 + 6.aua)(x) 

S ec.,(supu.,-infu.,)(2 + Cjal2). 

P tt . max a, h u mg r a = min a, , we ave 

We have then from (35) 

(36) 2 + 6.aUa S eCr.,Jal(2 + Clal 2 ) 

S 2 + Cralaj. 
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The equation (17) and the estimate (20) imply 

(37) 

2: 2 IT (1 + ui,) = 2e2f
i 

2: 2(1 - C\a\ 2 ). 

It follows from the estimates (36),(37),(20) and the equation (17) that 

(38) 

This gives an a priori C2-estimate for Ua. By the Holder estimates 
for second derivatives [GT, Theorem 17.14] for fully nonlinear elliptic 
equations, we have an a priori C2•°'-estimate of Ua for some O < a < 1: 

(39) 

which is independent of a. We now consider the following equation 
containing a parameter t E [O, 1] with a normalization condition: 

(40) 

( 41) 

(wa + y'-188ua,t) 2 = {1 + t(e9• - l))w~, 

l Ua,tW! = 0. 

The case t = 1 is the equation (17) for a Ricci-flat Kahler metric. By 
Yau's solution to Calabi's conjecture [Y2], the proof of which we have 
followed to examine the behavior of the solution Ua of {17) in the limit 
a-+ oo, the equation (40) (with normalization {41)) has a unique solu
tion. So we can argue in the following way to get a better C 2 estimate 
and estimates for higher derivatives of Ua- Since log{l + t(e9• - 1)} has 
the same properties as 9a, it follows from the above discussion in the c0 

estimate that there are c0 and C 2 estimates {30) and {38) for ua,t which 
are independent oft E [O, 1] as well as a. Differentiating the equation 
( 40) with respect to t, we have 

(42) 6. OUa,t - e9 • - 1 
a,t at - 1 + t(e9• - 1)" 
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From the above discussion, we have an a priori estimate 

(43) 

where Osc means the oscillation. The estimate ( 43) is independent of 
a and t E [O, 1]. It follows from the a priori c0 estimate (30) for ua, 
(42), (43) and the interior Schauder estimates (see [Au, p.88] and [GT, 
Chapter 6]) that there is an a priori c 2,a estimate 

( 44) 

independent of a and t E [O, 1] on any relatively compact subdomain in 
the complement of the sixteen (-2)-curves. Integrating the estimate 
(44), we infer that, on any compact subdomain disjoint from (-2)
curves, there is an a priori c 2,a estimate: 

(45) 

By using bootstrapping argument, we have ck,a estimates 

( 46) 

In a neighborhood of a (-2)-curve, the metric Wa has concentrated cur
vature and we must consider the stale change (cf. (14)) to get a proper 
C2 estimate of ua. As a result, we have in a neighborhood of a distin
guished (-2)-curve 

( 47) 

( 48) 

lluallc2 :s; Clal 
lluallc• :s; C. 

Estimates ( 45 )-( 48) imply that wa converges to the orbifold metric wo 
and the curvature concentrates along distinguished ( - 2 )-curves and the 
metric looks like the Eguchi-Hanson metric up to the curvature level. 

Next we consider the case of general background. We start with 
a generalized K3 surface with an orbifold Ricci-flat (generally non-flat) 
Kahler metric. By [Kr], there exists an ALE gravitational instanton 
corresponding to each singularity. At a singularity, we take holomorphic 
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normal coordinates ( x, y) such that the background metric is of the form 
Dij+[2] ([2] begins with a quadratic term) and the holomorphic 2-form is 
dx/\dy. The Kahler potential of any ALE gravitational instanton has the 
same asymptotic properties as that of the Eguchi-Hanson metric. We 
choose an ALE Ricci-flat Kahler metric with sufficiently strong curvature 
concentration so that, for example, the are of any ( -2)-curve is grater 
than ½a and smaller than ½a where a is a small positive number ( ¾ 
measures the strength of the curvature concentration). We glue two 
Kahler potentials, one for the background metric r2 + [4] and the other 

for the ALE gravitational instanton r 2 + :: ( for r ~ af3 for j3 < ½ < 1), by 
applying the construction (16). Note that the diameter of the standard 
2-sphere of area a is 0( Ja). If we set j3 = } < ½, we get an approximate 
Ricci-flat metric Wa with 

(49) 
,,, I\ r; !. 

9a = log - 2- = O(a 2 ). 

wa 

Consider the equations (17) and (18). Arguing in the same way as in 
the Kummer surface case (cf. (25)), we have 

(50) 

(51) 

llualloo ::; ca¥ 

lluallc2,a ::; ca¼• 
From the Interior Schauder estimates we get 

(52) 

on any relatively compact subdomain in the complement of distinguished 
(-2)-curves and 

(53) 

(54) 

lluallc2 ::; cal 

11:allc·(~):::: cal 

in a neighborhood of a distinguished ( -2)-curve. These imply that Wa 

converges to the orbifold-metric w0 and the curvature concentrates along 
the distinguished ( - 2 )-curves and after the scale change 

Wa 
Wa--+ -

a 

we capture the corresponding bubble of ALE gravitational instanton. 
We thus get the following convergence theorems: 
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Theorem 18. Let X be a generalized K3 surface with a fiat orb
ifold Kahler metric wo and Y --+ X be the minimal resolution. Let wa be 
a Kahler metric on Y as in (16) {with r :::::: 1}, i.e., Wa is constructed by 
gluing the fiat metric w0 with ALE gravitational instanton metrics cor
responding to the singularities with the areas of the distinguished (-2)
curves pinched between ca and c- 1a for some positive number c (so the 
curvature is pinched between ac- 1 and c- 1a- 1 ). We consider the limit 
a --+ 0. Then, for any relatively compact subdomain 11 in the regular 
part of X, there exist positive numbers C, o: E (0, 1) and Ck(c,11) such 
that 

(30) 

on the whole Y and 

(46) 

for all k E N and in a neighborhood of the exceptional set, there exists 
a positive number C = C(c) such that 

(47) 

(48) 
lluallc•::; Ca 

lluallc4 ::; C. 

Theorem 19. Let X be a generalized K3 surface with a non-fiat 
Ricci-fiat orbifold Kahler metric Wo and Y its minimal resolution. Let 
Wa be a Kahler metric constructed by gluing wo and ALE gravitational 
instanton metrics corresponding to the singularities with the area of the 
distinguished (-2)-curves pinched between ca and ca- 1 by using (16) 
with r ~ a i . We consider the limit a --+ 0. Then the same conclusion 
holds provided we replace a2 in (30) and (46) by a¥- (cf. (50) and (52)), 
a in (47) by al (cf. (53)) and C in (48) by ca-¾ (cf. (54)). 

Let X and w0 be as in Theorem 19. Let 11(w0 ) be the moduli space 
of polarized K3 surfaces determined by requiring that the class [wo] is of 
type (1,1). The space 11(w0 ) is isomorphic to the Hermitian symmetric 
domain S0(2, 19)/ S0(2) x S0(19) of type IV of dimension 19. From 
Theorem 13, there is a family of Kahler-Einstein generalized K3 surfaces 
over 11(w0). Let us call this deformation a polarized deformation. We 
know that in the family restricted on K110 , the canonical Kahler-Einstein 
metrics depend smoothly on parameters in polarized deformations. If 
we (locally) combine polarized deformations and their isometric defor
mations, we get a smooth (local) section of the fibration Kn --+ 11. It 
follows from this and Theorem 19 that 
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Theorem 20. Let (X, w0 , Y) be as in Theorem 19. In the po
larized deformation of (Y, [w0 ]), the canonical Kahler-Einstein metrics 
depend "smoothly" on the parameters in the whole D(wo), To be more 
precise, for any sequence Pi E D(wo) of Kahler polarizations such that 
p = limi__, 00 Pi annihilates some (-2)-vectors, the canonical Kahler
Einstein metrics corresponding to [pi] converge smoothly to the orbifold 
Kahler metric corresponding to [p] outside singularities. In particular, 
the canonical Ricci-fiat Kahler metrics converges to an orbifold Kahler
Einstein metric in any polarized degeneration of type I. 

Theorem 21. The moduli space of all Einstein metrics including 
orbifold-metrics on a K3 manifold with volume 1 is isomorphic to 

N = S0(3, 19)/ S0(3) x S0(19). 

The singular metrics appear as those metrics corresponding to the fixed 
point set NW with respect to the action of the Weyl group W. There 
exists a universal marked family of Ricci-flat K3 manifolds including 
Ricci-fiat K3 orbifolds ( on Nw) in which the Ricci-flat ( orbifold-) metrics 
depend "smoothly" ( outside quotient singularities) on the parameters in 
the whole N. To be more precise, suppose gi is a sequence in N 0 = 
N - NW with g = limi--+oo Yi E NW. Then 
(i) for large i, the curvature of Yi concentrates near some Dynkin diagram 
configurations E of distinguished 2-spheres of self-intersection number 
-2. If we rescale the metrics gi by the local maximum values of the 
curvature ( recall that we have put f3 = ¾ just before ( 49)), then we can 
capture the ALE gravitational instantons corresponding to the simple 
singularities obtained by contracting E. 
(ii) outside the singularities the metrics Yi converge smoothly to the 
orbifold-metric g. 

Remark. In (KT], a uniformization theorem for a K3 surface is 
proved using Ricci-flat metrics: if X is a generalized K3 surface then X 
is holomorphically covered by a complex 2-torus if and only if the Euler 
number of X in the sense of orbifolds 

vanishes, where Ep is the exceptional set of the minimal resolution over p 
and Gp is the local fundamental group of p. There is a lattice theoretical 
approach to the uniformization of K3 surfaces (M]. Riemannian geomet
rically this means that X is fl.at if and only if the sum of the ~ times 
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the L2 norm of the curvature tensor J IIRll2 of the ALE gravitational 
instantons corresponding to Sing(X) is 24. 

Theorems 18-21 fill the "holes" (fix points of W) of the moduli 
space r\Kn (resp. r\N) of Kahler-Einstein (resp. Einstein) metrics on 
a marked K3 surface. If we fix a polarization and consider only integral 
isometries fixing this polarization, we get the coarse moduli space of 
Kahler-Einstein K3 surfaces with a fixed polarization. This is a Hermi
tian locally symmetric V-manifold with cusps. We recall that there is a 
natural compactification due to Satake, Baily-Borel and Mumford. It is 
then natural to ask what Riemannian geometric objects correspond to 
quotient singularities and cusps. The object corresponding to a quotient 
singularity is a Kahler-Einstein orbifold-metric. In (Koh], we make an 
attempt understanding the Riemannian geometric objects corresponding 
to cusps. 
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